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Abstract
Adiabatic vacuum states are a well-known class of physical states for linear quantum
fields on Robertson-Walker spacetimes. We extend the definition of adiabatic vacua
to general spacetime manifolds by using the notion of the Sobolev wavefront set. This
definition is also applicable to interacting field theories. Hadamard states form a special
subclass of the adiabatic vacua. We analyze physical properties of adiabatic vacuum
representations of the Klein-Gordon field on globally hyperbolic spacetime manifolds
(factoriality, quasiequivalence, local definiteness, Haag duality) and construct them
explicitly, if the manifold has a compact Cauchy surface.
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1 Introduction
It has always been one of the main problems of quantum field theory on curved spacetimes
to single out a class of physical states among the huge set of positive linear functionals on
the algebra of observables. One prominent choice for linear field theories is the class of
Hadamard states. It has been much investigated in the past, but only recently gained a
deeper understanding due to the work of Radzikowski [41]. He showed that the Hadamard
states are characterized by the wavefront set of their two-point functions (see Definition
3.1). This characterization immediately allows for a generalization to interacting fields [8]
and puts all the techniques of microlocal analysis at our disposal [27, 28, 29]. They have
made possible the construction of the free field theory [31] and the perturbation theory [7]
on general spacetime manifolds.
On the other hand, there is another well-known class of states for linear field theories on
Robertson-Walker spaces, the so-called adiabatic vacuum states. They were introduced by
Parker [38] to describe the particle creation by the expansion of cosmological spacetime
models. Much work has also been devoted to the investigation of the physical (for a review
see [18]) and mathematical [35] properties of these states, but it has never been known how
to extend their definition to field theories on general spacetime manifolds. Hollands [24]
recently defined these states for Dirac fields on Robertson-Walker spaces and observed that
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they are in general not of the Hadamard form (correcting an erroneous claim in [31]).
It has been the aim of the present work to find a microlocal definition of adiabatic vacuum
states which makes sense on arbitrary spacetime manifolds and can be extended to interacting
fields, in close analogy to the Hadamard states. It turned out that the notion of the Sobolev
(or Hs-) wavefront set is the appropriate mathematical tool for this purpose. In Appendix
B we review this notion and the calculus related to it. After an introduction to the structure
of the algebra of observables of the Klein-Gordon quantum field on a globally hyperbolic
spacetime manifold (M, g) in Section 2 we present our definition of adiabatic states of order
N (Definition 3.2) in Section 3. It contains the Hadamard states as a special case: they are
adiabatic states “of infinite order”. To decide which order of adiabatic vacuum is physically
admissible we investigate the algebraic structure of the corresponding GNS-representations.
Haag, Narnhofer & Stein [23] suggested as a criterion for physical representations that they
should locally generate von Neumann factors that have all the same set of normal states
(in other words, the representations are locally primary and quasiequivalent). We show in
Section 4.1 (Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.7) that this is generally the case if N > 5/2. For
the case of pure states on a spacetime with compact Cauchy surface, which often occurs in
applications, we improve the admissible order toN > 3/2. In addition, in Section 4.2 we show
that adiabatic vacua of order N > 5/2 satisfy the properties of local definiteness (Corollary
4.13) and those of order N > 3/2 Haag duality (Theorem 4.15). These results extend
corresponding statements for adiabatic vacuum states on Robertson-Walker spacetimes due
to Lu¨ders & Roberts [35], and for Hadamard states due to Verch [49]; for their discussion in
the framework of algebraic quantum field theory we refer to [21]. In Section 5 we explicitly
construct pure adiabatic vacuum states on an arbitrary spacetime manifold with compact
Cauchy surface (Theorem 5.10). In Section 6 we show that our adiabatic states are indeed
a generalization of the well-known adiabatic vacua on Robertson-Walker spaces: Theorem
6.3 states that the adiabatic vacua of order n (according to the definition of [35]) on a
Robertson-Walker spacetime with compact spatial section are adiabatic vacua of order 2n
in the sense of our microlocal Definition 3.2. We conclude in Section 7 by summarizing
the physical interpretation of our mathematical analysis and calculating the response of an
Unruh detector to an adiabatic vacuum state. It allows in principle to physically distinguish
adiabatic states of different orders. Appendix A provides a survey of the Sobolev spaces
which are used in this paper.
2 The Klein-Gordon field in globally hyperbolic space-
times
We assume that spacetime is modeled by a 4-dimensional paracompact C∞-manifold M
without boundary endowed with a Lorentzian metric g of signature (+ − −−) such that
(M, g) is globally hyperbolic. This means that there is a 3-dimensional smooth spacelike
hypersurface Σ (without boundary) which is intersected by each inextendible causal (null or
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timelike) curve in M exactly once. As a consequence M is time-orientable, and we fix one
orientation once and for all defining “future” and “past”. Σ is also assumed to be orientable.
Our units are chosen such that ~ = c = G = 1.
In this work, we are concerned with the quantum theory of the linear Klein-Gordon field in
globally hyperbolic spacetimes. We first present the properties of the classical scalar field
in order to introduce the phase space that underlies the quantization procedure. Then we
construct the Weyl algebra and define the set of quasifree states on it. The material in this
section is based on the papers [36, 13, 32]. Here, all function spaces are considered to be
spaces of real-valued functions.
Let us start with the Klein-Gordon equation
(✷g +m
2)Φ = (gµν∇µ∇ν +m2)Φ (1)
=
1√
g
∂µ(g
µν√g ∂νΦ) +m2Φ = 0
for a scalar field Φ : M → R on a globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, g) where gµν is the
inverse matrix of g = (gµν), g := | det(gµν)|, ∇µ the Levi-Civita connection associated to g
and m > 0 the mass of the field. Since (1) is a hyperbolic differential equation, the Cauchy
problem on a globally hyperbolic space is well-posed. As a consequence (see e.g. [13]) , there
are two unique continuous linear operators
ER,A : D(M)→ C∞(M)
with the properties
(✷g +m
2)ER,Af = ER,A(✷g +m
2)f = f
supp (EAf) ⊂ J−(supp f)
supp (ERf) ⊂ J+(supp f)
for f ∈ D(M) where J+/−(S) denotes the causal future/past of a set S ⊂M, i.e. the set of
all points x ∈ M that can be reached by future/past-directed causal (i.e. null or timelike)
curves emanating from S. They are called the advanced (EA) and retarded (ER) fundamental
solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation (1). E := ER−EA is called the fundamental solution
or classical propagator of (1). It has the properties
(✷g +m
2)Ef = E(✷g +m
2)f = 0 (2)
supp (Ef) ⊂ J+(supp f) ∪ J−(supp f)
for f ∈ D(M). ER, EA and E can be continuously extended to the adjoint operators
ER′, EA′, E ′ : E ′(M)→ D′(M)
by ER′ = EA, EA′ = ER, E ′ = −E.
Let Σ be a given Cauchy surface of M with future-directed unit normal field nα. Then we
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denote by
ρ0 : C∞(M) → C∞(Σ)
u 7→ u|Σ
ρ1 : C∞(M) → C∞(Σ) (3)
u 7→ ∂nu|Σ := (nα∇αu)|Σ
the usual restriction operators, while ρ′0, ρ
′
1 : E ′(Σ)→ E ′(M) denote their adjoints. Dimock
[13] proves the following existence and uniqueness result for the Cauchy problem:
Proposition 2.1 (a) Eρ′0, Eρ
′
1 restrict to continuous operators from D(Σ) (⊂ E ′(Σ)) to
E(M) (⊂ D′(M)), and the unique solution of the Cauchy problem (1) with initial data
u0, u1 ∈ D(Σ) is given by
u = Eρ′0u1 − Eρ′1u0. (4)
(b) Furthermore, (4) also holds in the sense of distributions, i.e. given u0, u1 ∈ D′(Σ), there
exists a unique distribution u ∈ D′(M) which is a (weak) solution of (1) and has initial data
u0 = ρ0u, u1 = ρ1u (the restrictions in the sense of Proposition B.7). It is given by
u(f) = −u1(ρ0Ef) + u0(ρ1Ef)
for f ∈ D(M).
(c) If u is a smooth solution of (1) with supp u0,1 contained in a bounded subset O ⊂ Σ then,
for any open neighborhood U of O in M, there exists an f ∈ D(U) with u = Ef .
Inserting u = Ef into both sides of Eq. (4) we get the identity
E = Eρ′0ρ1E −Eρ′1ρ0E (5)
on D(M). Proposition 2.1 allows us to describe the phase space of the classical field theory
and the local observable algebras of the quantum field theory in two different (but equivalent)
ways. One uses test functions in D(M), the other the Cauchy data with compact support on
Σ. The relation between them is then established with the help of the fundamental solution
E and Proposition 2.1:
Let (Γ˜, σ˜) be the real linear symplectic space defined by Γ˜ := D(M)/ker E, σ˜([f1], [f2]) :=
〈f1, Ef2〉. σ˜ is independent of the choice of representatives f1, f2 ∈ D(M) and defines a non-
degenerate symplectic bilinear form on Γ˜. For any open U ⊂ M there is a local symplectic
subspace (Γ˜(U), σ˜) of (Γ˜, σ˜) defined by Γ˜(U) := D(U)/ker E. To a symplectic space (Γ˜, σ˜)
there is associated (uniquely up to ∗-isomorphism) a Weyl algebra A[Γ˜, σ˜], which is a simple
abstract C∗-algebra generated by the elements W ([f ]), [f ] ∈ Γ˜, that satisfy
W ([f ])∗ =W ([f ])−1 =W ([−f ]) (unitarity)
W ([f1])W ([f2]) = e
− i
2
σ˜([f1],[f2])W ([f1 + f2]) (Weyl relations) (6)
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for all [f ], [f1], [f2] ∈ Γ˜ (see e.g. [3]). The Weyl elements satisfy the “field equation”
W ([(✷g + m
2)f ]) = W (0) = 1. (In a regular representation we can think of the el-
ements W ([f ]) as the unitary operators eiΦˆ([f ]) where Φˆ([f ]) is the usual field operator
smeared with test functions f ∈ D(M) and satisfying the field equation (✷g +m2)Φˆ([f ]) =
Φˆ([(✷g+m
2)f ]) = 0. (6) then corresponds to the canonical commutation relations.) A local
subalgebra A(U) (U an open bounded subset of M) is then given by A[Γ˜(U), σ˜]. It is the
C∗-algebra generated by the elements W ([f ]) with supp f ⊂ U and contains the quantum
observables measurable in the spacetime region U . Then A[Γ˜, σ˜] = C∗ (⋃U A(U)).
Dimock [13] has shown that U 7→ A(U) is a net of local observable algebras in the sense of
Haag and Kastler [22], i.e. it satisfies
(i) U1 ⊂ U2 ⇒ A(U1) ⊂ A(U2) (isotony).
(ii) U1 spacelike separated from U2 ⇒ [A(U1),A(U2)] = {0} (locality).
(iii) There is a faithful irreducible representation of A (primitivity).
(iv) U1 ⊂ D(U2)⇒ A(U1) ⊂ A(U2).
(v) For any isometry κ : (M, g) → (M, g) there is an isomorphism ακ : A → A such that
ακ[A(U)] = A(κ(U)) and ακ1 ◦ ακ2 = ακ1◦κ2 (covariance).
In (iv), D(U) denotes the domain of dependence of U ⊂M, i.e. the set of all points x ∈M
such that every inextendible causal curve through x passes through U .
Since we are dealing with a linear field equation we can equivalently use the time zero algebras
for the description of the quantum field theory. To this end we pick a Cauchy surface Σ
with volume element d3σ :=
√
h d3x, where h := det(hij) and hij is the Riemannian metric
induced on Σ by g, and define a classical phase space (Γ, σ) of the Klein-Gordon field by
the space Γ := D(Σ) ⊕ D(Σ) of real-valued initial data with compact support and the real
symplectic bilinear form
σ : Γ× Γ → R
(F1, F2) 7→ −
∫
Σ
[q1p2 − q2p1] d3σ, (7)
Fi := (qi, pi) ∈ Γ, i = 1, 2. In this case, the local subspaces Γ(O) := D(O) ⊕ D(O) are
associated to bounded open subsets O ⊂ Σ. The next proposition establishes the equivalence
between the two formulations of the phase space:
Proposition 2.2 The spaces (Γ(O), σ) and (Γ˜(D(O)), σ˜) are symplectically isomorphic.
The isomorphism is given by
ρΣ : Γ˜(D(O)) → Γ(O)
[f ] 7→ (ρ0Ef, ρ1Ef).
The proof of the proposition is a simple application of Proposition 2.1 and Eq. (5). It shows
in particular that the symplectic form σ, Eq. (7), is independent of the choice of Cauchy
surface Σ.
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Now, to (Γ, σ) we can associate the Weyl algebra A[Γ, σ] with its local subalgebras A(O) :=
A[Γ(O), σ]. By uniqueness, A(O) is isomorphic (as a C∗-algebra) to A(D(O)) which should
justify our misuse of the same letter A. The ∗-isomorphism is explicitly given by
α : A(D(O))→ A(O), αW ([f ]) := W (ρΣ([f ])).
In the rest of the paper we will only have to deal with the net O 7→ A(O) of local time zero
algebras, since they naturally occur when one discusses properties of a linear quantum field
theory. Nevertheless, by the above isomorphism, one can translate all properties of this net
easily into statements about the net U 7→ A(U) and vice versa. Let us only mention here
that locality of the time zero algebras means that [A(O1),A(O2)] = {0} if O1 ∩ O2 = ∅.
The states on an observable algebra A are the linear functionals ω : A → C satisfying
ω(1) = 1 (normalization) and ω(A∗A) ≥ 0 ∀A ∈ A (positivity). The set of states on our
Weyl algebra A[Γ, σ] is by far too large to be tractable in a concrete way. Therefore, for
linear systems, one usually restricts oneself to the quasifree states, all of whose truncated
n-point functions vanish for n 6= 2:
Definition 2.3 Let µ : Γ× Γ→ R be a real scalar product satisfying
1
4
|σ(F1, F2)|2 ≤ µ(F1, F1)µ(F2, F2) (8)
for all F1, F2 ∈ Γ. Then the quasifree state ωµ associated with µ is given by
ωµ(W (F )) = e
− 1
2
µ(F,F ).
If ωµ is pure it is called a Fock state.
The connection between this algebraic notion of a quasifree state and the usual notion of
“vacuum state” in a Hilbert space is established by the following proposition which we cite
from [32]:
Proposition 2.4 Let ωµ be a quasifree state on A[Γ, σ].
(a) There exists a one-particle Hilbert space structure, i.e. a Hilbert space H and a
real-linear map k : Γ→H such that
(i) kΓ + ikΓ is dense in H,
(ii) µ(F1, F2) = Re〈kF1, kF2〉H ∀F1, F2 ∈ Γ,
(iii) σ(F1, F2) = 2Im〈kF1, kF2〉H ∀F1, F2 ∈ Γ.
The pair (k,H) is uniquely determined up to unitary equivalence.
Moreover: ωµ is pure ⇔ k(Γ) is dense in H.
(b) The GNS-triple (Hωµ , πωµ,Ωωµ) of the state ωµ can be represented as (F s(H), ρµ,ΩF ),
where
(i) F s(H) is the symmetric Fock space over the one-particle Hilbert space H,
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(ii) ρµ[W (F )] = exp{−i[a∗(kF ) + a(kF )]}, where a∗ and a are the standard creation
and annihilation operators on F s(H) satisfying
[a(u), a∗(v)] = 〈u, v〉H and a(u)ΩF = 0
for u, v ∈ H. (The bar over a∗(kF ) + a(kF ) indicates that we take the closure of this
operator initially defined on the space of vectors of finite particle number.)
(iii) ΩF := 1⊕ 0⊕ 0⊕ . . . is the (cyclic) Fock vacuum.
Moreover: ωµ is pure ⇔ ρµ is irreducible.
Thus, ωµ can also be represented as ωµ(W (F )) = exp{−12 ||kF ||2H} (by (a)) or ωµ(W (F )) =
〈ΩF , ρµ(F )ΩF〉 (by (b)). Φˆ(F ) := a∗(kF ) + a(kF ) is the usual field operator on F s(H) and
we can determine the (“symplectically smeared”) two-point function as
λ(F1, F2) = 〈ΩF , Φˆ(F1)Φˆ(F2)ΩF〉
= 〈kF1, kF2〉H
= µ(F1, F2) +
i
2
σ(F1, F2) (9)
for F1, F2 ∈ Γ, resp. the Wightman two-point function Λ as
Λ(f1, f2) = λ
((
ρ0Ef1
ρ1Ef1
)
,
(
ρ0Ef2
ρ1Ef2
))
(10)
for f1, f2 ∈ D(M). The fact that the antisymmetric (= imaginary) part of λ is the symplectic
form σ implies for Λ:
ImΛ(f1, f2) = −1
2
∫
Σ
[f1E
′ρ′0ρ1Ef2 − f1E ′ρ′1ρ0Ef2] d3σ
=
1
2
〈f1, Ef2〉 (11)
by Eq. (5). All the other n-point functions can also be calculated, one finds that they vanish
if n is odd and that the n-point functions for n even are sums of products of two-point
functions.
Once a (quasifree) state ω on the algebra A has been chosen the GNS-representation
(Hω, πω,Ωω) of Proposition 2.4 allows us to represent all the algebras A(O) as concrete
algebras πω(A(O)) of bounded operators on Hω. The weak closure of πω(A(O)) in B(Hω),
which, by von Neumann’s double commutant theorem, is equal to πω(A(O))′′ (the prime
denoting the commutant of a subalgebra of B(Hω)), is denoted by Rω(O). It is the net of
von Neumann algebras O 7→ Rω(O) which contains all the physical information of the theory
and is therefore the main object of study in algebraic quantum field theory (see e.g. [21]).
One of the most straightforward properties is the so-called additivity. It states that if an
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open bounded subset O ⊂ Σ is the union of open subsets O = ⋃iOi then the von Neumann
algebra Rω(O) is generated by the subalgebras Rω(Oi), i.e.
Rω(O) =
(⋃
i
Rω(Oi)
)′′
. (12)
Additivity expresses the fact that the physical information contained in Rω(O) is entirely
encoded in the observables that are localized in arbitrarily small subsets of O. The following
result is well-known:
Lemma 2.5 Let ω be a quasifree state of the Weyl algebra, O an open bounded subset of Σ.
Then Rω(O) is additive.
Proof: Let (k,H) be the one-particle Hilbert space structure of ω (Proposition 2.4). Accord-
ing to results of Araki [1, 34] Eq. (12) holds iff
kΓ(O) = span kΓ(Oi) (13)
where the closure is taken w.r.t. the norm in H. With the help of a partition of unity
{χi; suppχi ⊂ Oi} it is clear that any u = k(F ) ∈ kΓ(O), F ∈ Γ(O), can be written as
u =
∑
i k(χiF ) ∈ span kΓ(Oi) (note that the sum is finite since F has compact support in
O), and therefore kΓ(O) ⊂ span kΓ(Oi). The converse inclusion is obvious, and therefore
also (13) holds.
(More generally, additivity even holds for arbitrary states since already the Weyl algebra
A(O) has an analogous property, cf. [3].) Other, more specific, properties of the net of
von Neumann algebras will not hold in such general circumstances, but will depend on a
judicious selection of (a class of) physically relevant states ω. For the choice of states we
make in Section 3 we will investigate the properties of the local von Neumann algebras
Rω(O) in Section 4.
3 Definition of adiabatic states
As we have seen in the last section, the algebra of observables can easily be defined on any
globally hyperbolic spacetime manifold. This is essentially due to the fact that there is a well
defined global causal structure on such a manifold, which allows to solve the classical Cauchy
problem and formulate the canonical commutation relations, Eq.s (6) and (11). Symmetries
of the spacetime do not play any role. This changes when one asks for the physical states
of the theory. For quantum field theory on Minkowski space the state space is built on the
vacuum state which is defined to be the Poincare´ invariant state of lowest energy. A generic
spacetime manifold however neither admits any symmetries nor the notion of energy, and it
has always been the main problem of quantum field theory on curved spacetime to find a
specification of the physical states of the theory in such a situation.
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Using Hadamard’s elementary solution of the wave equation DeWitt & Brehme [11] wrote
down an asymptotic expansion of the singular kernel of a distribution which they called the
Feynman propagator of a quantum field on a generic spacetime manifold. Since then quantum
states whose two-point functions exhibit these prescribed local short-distance singularities
have been called Hadamard states. Much work has been devoted to the investigation of
the mathematical and physical properties of these states (for the literature see e.g. [32]),
but only Kay & Wald [32] succeeded in giving a rigorous mathematical definition of them.
Shortly later, in a seminal paper Radzikowski [41] found a characterization of the Hadamard
states in terms of the wavefront set of their two-point functions. This result proved to be
fundamental to all ensuing work on quantum field theory in gravitational background fields.
Since we do not want to recall the old definition of Hadamard states (it does not play any
role in this paper) we reformulate Radzikowski’s main theorem as a definition of Hadamard
states:
Definition 3.1 A quasifree state ωH on the Weyl algebra A[Γ, σ] of the Klein-Gordon field
on (M, g) is called an Hadamard state if its two-point function is a distribution ΛH ∈
D′(M×M) that satisfies the following wavefront set condition
WF ′(ΛH) = C
+. (14)
Here, C+ is the positive frequency component of the bicharacteristic relation C = C+∪˙C−
that is associated to the principal symbol of the Klein-Gordon operator ✷g +m
2 (for this
notion see [16]), more precisely
C := {((x1, ξ1; x2, ξ2) ∈ T ∗(M×M) \ 0; gµν(x1)ξ1µξ1ν = 0,
gµν(x2)ξ2µξ2ν = 0, (x1, ξ1) ∼ (x2, ξ2)} (15)
C± := {(x1, ξ1; x2, ξ2) ∈ C; ξ01≷0, ξ02≷0} (16)
where (x1, ξ1) ∼ (x2, ξ2) means that there is a null geodesic γ : τ 7→ x(τ) such that x(τ1) =
x1, x(τ2) = x2 and ξ1ν = x˙
µ(τ1)gµν(x1), ξ2ν = x˙
µ(τ2)gµν(x2), i.e. ξ1, ξ2 are cotangent to the
null geodesic γ at x1 resp. x2 and parallel transports of each other along γ.
The fact that only positive frequencies occur in (14) can be viewed as a remnant of the
spectrum condition in flat spacetime, therefore (14) (and its generalization to higher n-
point functions in [8]) is also called microlocal spectrum condition. However, condition (14)
does not fix a unique state, but a class of states that generate locally quasiequivalent GNS-
representations [48].
Now to which extent is condition (14) also necessary to characterize locally quasiequivalent
states? In [31] one of us gave a construction of Hadamard states by a microlocal separation
of positive and negative frequency solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation. From these
solutions we observed that a truncation of the corresponding asymptotic expansions destroys
the microlocal spectrum condition (14) but preserves local quasiequivalence, at least if the
Sobolev order of the perturbation is sufficiently low (for Dirac fields an analogous observation
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was made by Hollands [24]). In other words, the positive frequency condition in (14) is not
necessary to have local quasiequivalence, but can be perturbed by non-positive frequency
or even non-local singularities of sufficiently low order. We formalize this observation by
defining a new class of states with the help of the Sobolev (or Hs-) wavefront set. For a
definition and explanation of this notion see Appendix B.
Definition 3.2 A quasifree state ωN on the Weyl algebra A[Γ, σ] of the Klein-Gordon field
on (M, g) is called an adiabatic state of order N ∈ R if its two-point function ΛN is a
distribution that satisfies the following Hs-wavefront set condition for all s < N + 3
2
WF ′s(ΛN) ⊂ C+. (17)
Note, that we did not specify WF ′s for s ≥ N + 3
2
in the definition. Hence every adiabatic
state of order N is also one of order N ′ ≤ N . In particular, every Hadamard state is also
an adiabatic state (of any order). Now the task is to identify those adiabatic states that are
physically admissible, i.e. generate the same local quasiequivalence class as the Hadamard
states. In [31, Section 3.6] an example of an adiabatic state of order −1 was given that does
not satisfy this condition. In Theorem 4.7 we will prove that for N > 5/2 (and in the special
case of pure states on a spacetime with compact Cauchy surface already for N > 3/2) the
condition is satisfied (and the gap in between will remain unexplored in this paper). For this
purpose the following simple lemma will be fundamental:
Lemma 3.3 Let ΛH and ΛN be the two-point functions of an arbitrary Hadamard state and
an adiabatic state of order N , respectively, of the Klein-Gordon field on (M, g). Then
WF s(ΛH − ΛN) = ∅ ∀s < N + 32 . (18)
Proof: From Lemma 5.2 it follows that
WF ′s(ΛH) =
{ ∅, s < −1
2
C+, −1
2
≤ s
and therefore
WF ′s(ΛH − ΛN) ⊂ WF ′s(ΛH) ∪WF ′s(ΛN) ⊂ C+, s < N + 32 . (19)
On the other hand, since ΛH and ΛN have the same antisymmetric part σ˜, ΛH − ΛN must
be a symmetric distribution, and thus also WF s(ΛH − ΛN) must be a symmetric subset of
T ∗(M×M), i.e. WF ′s(ΛH − ΛN) antisymmetric. However, the only antisymmetric subset
of the right hand side of (19) is the empty set and hence WF s(ΛH −ΛN ) = ∅ for s < N + 32 .
In the next section we will use this lemma to prove the result mentioned above and some
other algebraic properties of the Hilbert space representations generated by our new states.
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In Section 5 we will explicitly construct these states and in Section 6 we will show that the old
and well-known class of adiabatic vacuum states on Robertson-Walker spacetimes satisfies
our Definition 3.2 (the comparison with the order of these states led us to the normalization
of s chosen in Definition 3.2). Contrary to an erroneous claim in [31], these states are in
general no Hadamard states, but in fact “adiabatic states” in our sense. This justifies our
naming of the new class of quantum states on curved spacetimes in Definition 3.2.
4 The algebraic structure of adiabatic vacuum repre-
sentations
4.1 Primarity and local quasiequivalence of adiabatic and Hadamard
states
Let A := A[Γ, σ] be the Weyl algebra associated to our phase space (Γ, σ) introduced in Sec-
tion 2 and A(O) := A[Γ(O), σ] the subalgebra of observables localized in an open, relatively
compact subset O ⊂ Σ. Let ωH denote some Hadamard state on A and ωN an adiabatic
vacuum state of order N . It is the main aim of this section to show that ωH and ωN are lo-
cally quasiequivalent states for all sufficiently large N , i.e. the GNS-representations πωH and
πωN are quasiequivalent when restricted to A(O), or, equivalently, there is an isomorphism
τ between the von Neumann algebras πωH (A(O))′′ and πωN (A(O))′′ such that τ ◦πωH = πωN
on A(O) (see e.g. [6, Section 2.4]).
To prove this statement we will proceed as follows: We first notice that πωH↾A(O) is
quasiequivalent to πωN ↾A(O) if πωH↾A(O˜) is quasiequivalent to πωN ↾A(O˜) for some O˜ ⊃ O.
Since to any open, relatively compact set O we can find an open, relatively compact set O˜
containing O and having a smooth boundary we can assume without loss of generality that
O has a smooth boundary. Under this assumption we first show that πωN (A(O))′′ is a factor
(for N > 3/2, Theorem 4.5). Now we note that the GNS-representation (πω˜,Hω˜,Ωω˜) of the
partial state ω˜ := ωN↾A(O) is a subrepresentation of (πωN ↾A(O),HωN ,ΩωN ). This is easy
to see: K := {πωN (A)ΩωN ; A ∈ A(O)} is a closed subspace of HωN which is left invariant by
πωN (A(O)). Since for all A ∈ A(O)
(Ωω˜, πω˜(A)Ωω˜) = ω˜(A) = ωN(A) = (ΩωN , πωN (A)ΩωN ),
the uniqueness of the GNS-representation implies that πω˜ and πωN ↾A(O) coincide on K and
(πω˜,Hω˜,Ωω˜) can be identified with (πωN ↾A(O),K,ΩωN ) (up to unitary equivalence).
We recall that a primary representation (which means that the corresponding von Neu-
mann algebra is a factor) is quasiequivalent to all its (non-trivial) subrepresentations (see
[14, Prop. 5.3.5]). Therefore, πωN ↾A(O) is quasiequivalent to πω˜ = π(ωN ↾A(O)), and analo-
gously πωH↾A(O) is quasiequivalent to π(ωH↾A(O)). To prove that πωN ↾A(O) and πωH↾A(O)
are quasiequivalent it is therefore sufficient to prove the quasiequivalence of the GNS-
representations π(ωN ↾A(O)) and π(ωH↾A(O)) of the partial states. This will be done in Theorem
12
4.7 for N > 5/2.
To get started we have to prove in a first step that the real scalar products µN and µH
associated to the states ωN and ωH , respectively, induce the same topology on Γ(O) =
C∞0 (O)⊕ C∞0 (O). Let us denote by HµN (O) and HµH (O) the completion of Γ(O) w.r.t. µN
and µH , respectively. R. Verch showed the following result [49, Prop. 3.5]:
Proposition 4.1 For every open, relatively compact set O ⊂ Σ there exist positive constants
C1, C2 such that
C1
(
‖q‖2H1/2(O) + ‖p‖2H−1/2(O)
)
≤ µH
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
≤ C2
(
‖q‖2H1/2(O) + ‖p‖2H−1/2(O)
)
for all
(
q
p
) ∈ Γ(O).
Theorem 4.2 The topology of HµN (O) coincides with that of HµH (O) whenever ΛN satisfies
(17) for N > 3/2.
Proof: If (Σ, h) is not a complete Riemannian manifold we can find a function f ∈ C∞(Σ), f >
0, with f |O = const. such that (Σ, h˜ := fh) is complete [12, Ch. XX.18, Problem 6]. Then the
Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆h˜ associated with h˜ is essentially selfadjoint on C∞0 (Σ) [9]. The
topology on Γ(O) will not be affected by switching from h to h˜. Without loss of generality
we can therefore assume that ∆ is selfadjoint. Lemma 3.3 shows that
ΛH − ΛN ∈ Hsloc(M×M) ∀ s < N +
3
2
.
In view of the fact that Σ is a hyperplane, Proposition B.7 implies that, for 1 < s < N+3/2,
(ΛH − ΛN)|Σ×Σ ∈ Hs−1loc (Σ× Σ) (20)
∂n1(ΛH − ΛN), ∂n2(ΛH − ΛN)|Σ×Σ ∈ Hs−2loc (Σ× Σ) (21)
∂n1∂n2(ΛH − ΛN)|Σ×Σ ∈ Hs−3loc (Σ× Σ). (22)
Here, ∂n1 and ∂n2 denote the normal derivatives with respect to the first and second variable,
respectively. We denote by λH and λN the scalar products on Γ induced via Eq. (10) by ΛH
and ΛN , respectively. Since ΛH and ΛN have the same antisymmetric parts we have
(µH − µN)
((
q1
p1
)
,
(
q2
p2
))
= (λH − λN)
((
q1
p1
)
,
(
q2
p2
))
=
〈(
q1
p1
)
,M
(
q2
p2
)〉
L2(Σ)⊕L2(Σ)
(23)
for
(
q1
p1
)
,
(
q2
p2
) ∈ Γ, where M is the integral operator with the kernel function
M(x, y) =
(
∂n1∂n2(ΛH − ΛN)|Σ×Σ −∂n1(ΛH − ΛN)|Σ×Σ
−∂n2(ΛH − ΛN)|Σ×Σ (ΛH − ΛN)|Σ×Σ
)
. (24)
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Note that M(x, y) = M(y, x)∗. We next fix a neighborhood O˜ of O and a function K =
K(x, y) ∈ C∞0 (Σ× Σ) taking values in 2×2 real matrices such thatK(x, y) = K(y, x)∗, x, y ∈
Σ, and the entries Kij of K and Mij of M satisfy the relations
‖K11 −M11‖L2(O˜×O˜) < ǫ ‖K12 −M12‖H1/2(O˜×O˜) < ǫ
‖K21 −M21‖H1/2(O˜×O˜) < ǫ ‖K22 −M22‖H1(O˜×O˜) < ǫ,
(25)
where ǫ > 0 is to be specified lateron. By K we denote the integral operator induced by K.
We let
µ′N := µH + 〈·, (K−M)·〉 = µN + 〈·,K·〉
λ′N := µ
′
N +
i
2
σ.
By Λ′N we denote the associated bilinear form on C∞0 (M)× C∞0 (M)
Λ′N(f, g) := λ
′
N
((
ρ0
ρ1
)
Ef,
(
ρ0
ρ1
)
Eg
)
(26)
(note that, in spite of our notation, Λ′N is not the two-point function of a quasifree state
in general). Recall from (3) that ρ0, ρ1 are the usual restriction operators. The definition
of Λ′N makes sense, since both ρ0Eg and ρ1Eg have compact support in Σ so that λ
′
N can
be applied. In view of the fact that K is an integral operator with a smooth kernel, also
λ′N − λN = µ′N − µN is given by a smooth kernel. We claim that also Λ′N −ΛN is smooth on
M×M: In fact,
(Λ′N − ΛN)(f, g) =
〈(
ρ0
ρ1
)
Ef,K
(
ρ0
ρ1
)
Eg
〉
is given by the Schwartz kernel ((
ρ0
ρ1
)
E
)∗
K
(
ρ0
ρ1
)
E.
Since E is a Lagrangian distribution of order µ = −3/2 (for more details see Section 5
below), while K is a compactly supported smooth function, the calculus of Fourier integral
operators [28, Thm.s 25.2.2, 25.2.3] show that the composition is also smooth.
It follows from an argument of Verch [48, Prop. 3.8] that there are functions φj , ψj ∈
C∞0 (M), j = 1, 2, . . . , such that
Λ′N(f, g)− ΛN(f, g) =
∞∑
j=1
σ(f, φj)σ(g, ψj)
for all f, g ∈ C∞0 (D(O)), satisfying moreover
∞∑
j=1
ΛN(φj , φj)
1/2ΛN(ψj , ψj)
1/2 <∞.
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(An inspection of the proof of [48, Prop. 3.8] shows that it is sufficient for the validity of
these statements that ΛN is the two-point function of a quasifree state, Λ
′
N need not be one.)
It follows that
|Λ′N(f, f)− ΛN(f, f)| ≤
∑
j
|σ(f, φj)σ(f, ψj)|
≤
∑
j
4ΛN(f, f)
1/2ΛN(φj, φj)
1/2ΛN(f, f)
1/2ΛN(ψj , ψj)
1/2
= 4ΛN(f, f)
∑
j
ΛN(φj, φj)
1/2ΛN(ψj , ψj)
1/2
≤ CΛN(f, f).
Therefore
|Λ′N(f, f)| ≤ (1 + C)ΛN(f, f).
Given q, p ∈ C∞0 (O), we can find f ∈ C∞0 (D(O)) such that q = ρ0Ef, p = ρ1Ef (cf. Propo-
sition 2.1). Hence
µ′N
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
= λ′N
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
= Λ′N(f, f) ≤ (1 + C)ΛN(f, f)
= (1 + C)λN
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
= (1 + C)µN
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
. (27)
We next claim that for all
(
q
p
) ∈ Γ(O)∣∣∣∣〈(qp
)
,M
(
q
p
)〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ C3 (‖q‖2H1/2(O) + ‖p‖2H−1/2(O)) (28)
and ∣∣∣∣〈(qp
)
, (K−M)
(
q
p
)〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cǫ (‖q‖2H1/2(O) + ‖p‖2H−1/2(O)) , (29)
where C3 and Cǫ are positive constants and Cǫ can be made arbitrarily small by taking
ǫ small in (25). Indeed, in order to see this, we may first multiply the kernel functions
M and K −M , respectively, by ϕ(x)ϕ(y) where ϕ is a smooth function supported in the
neighborhood O˜ of O and ϕ ≡ 1 on O. The above expressions (28) and (29) will not be
affected by this change. We may then localize the kernel functions to R3×R3 noting that the
Sobolev regularity is preserved. Now we can apply Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 to derive
(28) and (29).
We finally obtain the statement of the theorem from the estimates
C1
2
(‖q‖H1/2(O) + ‖p‖H−1/2(O)) ≤ (C1 − Cǫ) (‖q‖H1/2(O) + ‖p‖H−1/2(O))
if ǫ is sufficiently small
≤ µH
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
+
〈(
q
p
)
, (K−M)
(
q
p
)〉
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by Prop. 4.1 and (29)
= µ′N
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
≤ (1 + C)µN
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
by (27)
= (1 + C)
(
µH
((
q
p
)
,
(
q
p
))
−
〈(
q
p
)
,M
(
q
p
)〉)
≤ (1 + C)(C2 + C3)
(‖q‖H1/2(O) + ‖p‖H−1/2(O))
by Prop. 4.1 and (28).
Lemma 4.3 Let k ∈ H1/2(Rn × Rn). Then the integral operator K with kernel k induces
an operator in B(H1/2(Rn), H1/2(Rn)) and B(H−1/2(Rn), H−1/2(Rn)). If we even have k ∈
H1(Rn × Rn), then K induces an operator in B(H−1/2(Rn), H1/2(Rn)). In both cases, the
operator norm of K can be estimated by the Sobolev norm of k.
Proof: The boundedness of K : H±1/2 → H±1/2 is equivalent to the boundedness of L :=
〈D〉±1/2K〈D〉∓1/2 on L2(Rn). (Here 〈D〉±1/2 := (1 − ∆)±1/4, where ∆ is the Euclidean
Laplacian.) This in turn will be true, if its integral kernel l(x, y) := 〈Dx〉±1/2〈Dy〉∓1/2k(x, y)
is in L2(Rn × Rn). In this case
‖L‖B(L2(Rn)) ≤ ‖l‖L2(Rn×Rn).
We know that 〈Dx〉±1/2〈Dy〉∓1/2 are pseudodifferential operators on Rn×Rn with symbols in
S
1/2
0,0 (R
2n ×R2n). By Caldero´n and Vaillancourt’s Theorem (cf. [33, Thm. 7.1.6]), they yield
bounded maps H1/2(Rn × Rn) → L2(Rn × Rn). Hence l ∈ L2(Rn × Rn) and we obtain the
first assertion. For the second assertion we check that 〈Dx〉1/2〈Dy〉1/2k(x, y) ∈ L2(Rn×Rn).
Since the symbol of 〈Dx〉1/2〈Dy〉1/2 is in S10,0(R2n × R2n), this holds whenever k ∈ H1.
Corollary 4.4 If
k =
(
k11 k12
k21 k22
)
with
k11 ∈ L2(Rn × Rn), k12, k21 ∈ H1/2(Rn × Rn), k22 ∈ H1(Rn × Rn),
then the integral operator K with kernel k induces a bounded map
H1/2(Rn)⊕H−1/2(Rn)→ H−1/2(Rn)⊕H1/2(Rn).
Given (q, p) ∈ C∞0 (Rn)⊕ C∞0 (Rn) we can estimate∣∣∣∣〈(qp
)
,K
(
q
p
)〉
L2⊕L2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥∥∥(qp
)∥∥∥∥
H1/2⊕H−1/2
∥∥∥∥K(qp
)∥∥∥∥
H−1/2⊕H1/2
≤ ‖K‖
∥∥∥∥(qp
)∥∥∥∥2
H1/2⊕H−1/2
.
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(Here we used the fact that, for u ∈ Hs(Rn) and v ∈ H−s(Rn), 〈u, v〉 can be understood as
the extension of the L2 bilinear form and |〈u, v〉| ≤ ‖u‖Hs‖v‖H−s.)
We now apply Theorem 4.2 to show that adiabatic vacua (of order N > 3/2) generate
primary representations. The proof is a modification of the corresponding argument for
Hadamard states due to Verch [48].
Theorem 4.5 Let ωN be an adiabatic vacuum state of order N > 3/2 on the Weyl algebra
A[Γ, σ] of the Klein-Gordon field on (M, g) and πωN its GNS-representation. Then, for any
open, relatively compact subset O ⊂ Σ with smooth boundary, πωN (A(O))′′ is a factor.
In the proof of the theorem we will need the following lemma. Recall that the metric h˜
introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.2 differs from h only by a conformal factor which is
constant on O.
Lemma 4.6 C∞0 (O) + C∞0 (Σ \ O) is dense in C∞0 (Σ) w.r.t. the norm of H1/2(Σ, h˜) (and
hence also w.r.t. the norm of H−1/2(Σ, h˜)).
Proof: Using a partition of unity we see that the problem is local. We can therefore confine
ourselves to a single relatively compact coordinate neighborhood and work on Euclidean
space. In view of the fact that h˜ is positive definite, the topology of the Sobolev spaces on
Σ locally yields the usual Sobolev topology. The problem therefore reduces to showing that
every function in C∞0 (Rn), n ∈ N, can be approximated by functions in C∞0 (Rn+)+C∞0 (Rn−) in
the topology of H1/2(Rn). Following essentially a standard argument [45, 2.9.3] we proceed
as follows. We choose a function χ ∈ C∞(R) with χ(t) = 1 for |t| ≥ 2 and χ(t) = 0 for
|t| ≤ 1, 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1. We define χǫ : Rn → R by χǫ(x) := χ(xn/ǫ). Given f ∈ C∞0 (Rn) we have
‖f − χǫf‖L2(Rn) ≤ C1
√
ǫ
‖f − χǫf‖H1(Rn) ≤ C2√
ǫ
.
Interpolation shows that {f − χǫf}0<ǫ<1 is bounded in H1/2(Rn) [45, Thm. 1.9.3]. Since
H1/2 is a reflexive space, there is a sequence ǫj → 0 such that f − χǫjf converges weakly
[51, Thm. V.2.1]. The limit necessarily is zero, since it is zero in L2. According to Mazur’s
Theorem [51, Thm. V.1.2] there is, for each δ > 0, a finite convex combination
∑k
j=1 αj(f −
χǫjf) (with αj ≥ 0,
∑k
j=1 αj = 1) such that
‖
k∑
j=1
αj(f − χǫjf)− 0‖H1/2 < δ.
Since
∑
αjχǫjf ∈ C∞0 (Rn+) + C∞0 (Rn−), the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4.5: Let (kN ,HN) be the one-particle Hilbert space structure of ωN , let
kN(Γ(O))∨ := {u ∈ HN ; Im〈u, v〉HN = 0 ∀v ∈ kN(Γ(O))} (30)
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denote the symplectic complement of kN(Γ(O)). It is a closed, real subspace of HN . Ac-
cording to results of Araki [1, 34] πωN (A(O))′′ is a factor iff
kN(Γ(O)) ∩ kN(Γ(O))∨ = {0}, (31)
where the closure is taken w.r.t. the norm in HN .
In a first step we prove (31) for the one-particle Hilbert space structure (k˜, H˜) of an auxiliary
quasifree state on A[Γ, σ˜], where σ˜ is the symplectic form w.r.t. the metric h˜,
k˜ : Γ → L2(Σ, h˜) =: H˜(
q
p
)
7→ 1√
2
(
i〈D〉1/2q + 〈D〉−1/2p) (32)
(which, in general, induces neither an Hadamard state nor an admissible adiabatic vacuum
state). As before, 〈D〉 := (1−∆h˜)1/2. Since ∆h˜ is essentially selfadjoint on C∞0 (Σ),
√
2 k˜(Γ) =
i〈D〉1/2C∞0 (Σ)+ 〈D〉−1/2C∞0 (Σ) is dense in L2(Σ, h˜) (since C∞0 (Σ) is dense in H1/2(Σ) as well
as in H−1/2(Σ)), i.e. k˜ describes a pure state.
Note that locally, i.e. on Γ(O), the norm given by
µ˜(F, F ) := 〈k˜F, k˜F 〉H˜ =
1
2
[‖〈D〉1/2q‖2
H˜
+ ‖〈D〉−1/2p‖2
H˜
]
, F := (q, p) ∈ Γ(O), (33)
is independent of the choice of metric and hence equivalent to the norm of H1/2(O) ⊕
H−1/2(O). Also, since the conformal factor f satisfies f = C > 0 on O, we have
σ˜(F1, F2) = 2Im〈k˜F1, k˜F2〉H˜ =
∫
O
d3σh˜ (p1q2 − q1p2)
= C3/2
∫
O
d3σh (p1q2 − q1p2) = C3/2σ(F1, F2)
for all Fi = (qi, pi) ∈ Γ(O), i = 1, 2.
Define now k˜(Γ(O))∨ := {u ∈ H˜; Im〈u, v〉H˜ = 0 ∀v ∈ k˜(Γ(O))} and let u ∈ k˜(Γ(O)) ∩
k˜(Γ(O))∨. Then Im〈u, k˜(F )〉H˜ = 0 for all F ∈ Γ(O) (by the definition of k˜(Γ(O))∨) and
also Im〈u, k˜(F )〉H˜ = 0 for all F ∈ Γ(Σ \ O) (since k˜(F ) ∈ k˜(Γ(O))∨ for F ∈ Γ(Σ \ O)).
This, together with the density statement of Lemma 4.6, implies that Im〈u, k˜(F )〉H˜ = 0 for
all F ∈ Γ, and, since k˜(Γ) is dense in H˜, it follows that u = 0, i.e. (31) is proven for the
auxiliary state given by k˜ on A[Γ, σ˜].
Let us now show (31) for an adiabatic vacuum state ωN , N > 3/2, on A[Γ, σ]. Let u ∈
kN(Γ(O)) ∩ kN(Γ(O))∨, then there is a sequence {Fn, n ∈ N} ⊂ Γ(O) with kN(Fn) → u in
HN . Of course, kN(Fn) is in particular a Cauchy sequence in HN , i.e.
µN(Fn − Fm, Fn − Fm) = ‖kN(Fn)− kN(Fm)‖2HN → 0.
By Theorem 4.2, the norm given by µN , N > 3/2, on Γ(O) is equivalent to the norm given
by µ˜, namely that of H1/2(O)⊕H−1/2(O). Therefore we also have
‖k˜(Fn)− k˜(Fm)‖2H˜ = µ˜(Fn − Fm, Fn − Fm)→ 0
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and it follows that also k˜(Fn) → v in H˜ for some v ∈ k˜(Γ(O)). For all G ∈ Γ(O) we have
the equalities
0 = Im〈u, kN(G)〉HN = limn→∞ Im〈kN(Fn), kN(G)〉HN
=
1
2
lim
n→∞
σ(Fn, G) =
1
2
C−3/2 lim
n→∞
σ˜(Fn, G)
= C−3/2 lim
n→∞
Im〈k˜(Fn), k˜(G)〉H˜ = C−3/2Im〈v, k˜(G)〉H˜,
which imply that v ∈ k˜(Γ(O)) ∩ k˜(Γ(O))∨ = {0} and therefore k˜(Fn) → 0 in H˜. Since the
norms given by kN and k˜ are equivalent on Γ(O) we also have u = limn→∞ kN(Fn) = 0 in
HN , which proves the theorem. 
Our main theorem is the following:
Theorem 4.7 Let ωN be an adiabatic vacuum state of order N and ωH an Hadamard state
on the Weyl algebra A[Γ, σ] of the Klein-Gordon field in the globally hyperbolic spacetime
(M, g), and let πωN and πωH be their associated GNS-representations.
(i) If N > 5/2, then πωN ↾A(O) and πωH↾A(O) are quasiequivalent for every open, relatively
compact subset O ⊂ Σ.
(ii) If ωN and ωH are pure states on a spacetime with compact Cauchy surface and N > 3/2,
then πωN and πωH are unitarily equivalent.
As explained at the beginning of this section it is sufficient to prove the quasiequivalence
of the GNS-representations of the partial states ωN↾A(O) and ωH↾A(O) for part (i) of the
theorem, for part (ii) we can take O = Σ. To this end we shall use a result of Araki &
Yamagami [2]. To state it we first need some notation.
Given a bilinear form µ on a real vector space K we shall denote by µC the extension of µ
to the complexification KC of K (such that it is antilinear in the first argument):
µC(F1 + iF2, G1 + iG2) := µ(F1, G1) + µ(F2, G2) + iµ(F1, G2)− iµ(F2, G1).
The theorem of Araki & Yamagami gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the quasiequiv-
alence of two quasifree states ωµ1 and ωµ2 on the Weyl algebra A[K, σ] of a phase space
(K, σ) in terms of the complexified data KC, σC, and µCi , i = 1, 2. Assuming that µ
C
1 and
µC2 induce the same topology on K
C, denote by K¯C the completion. Then µC1 , µ
C
2 , and
λC1 := µ
C
1 +
i
2
σC, λC2 := µ
C
2 +
i
2
σC extend to K¯C by continuity (σC extends due to (8)). We
define bounded positive selfadjoint operators S1, S2, and S
′
2 on K¯
C by
λCj (F,G) = 2µ
C
j (F, SjG), j = 1, 2,
λC2 (F,G) = 2µ
C
1 (F, S
′
2G), F, G ∈ K¯C. (34)
Note that Sj is a projection operator if and only if ωµj is a Fock state. The theorem of Araki
& Yamagami [2] then states that the corresponding GNS-representations πω1 and πω2 are
quasiequivalent if and only if both of the following two conditions are satisfied:
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(AY1) µC1 and µ
C
2 induce the same topology on K
C,
(AY2) S
1/2
1 − S ′1/22 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on (K¯C, µC1 ).
Proof of Theorem 4.7: (i) We choose K = Γ(O) = C∞0 (O) ⊕ C∞0 (O), σ our real symplectic
form (7), µH and µN the real scalar products on K defining an Hadamard state and an
adiabatic vacuum state of order N > 5/2, respectively, and check (AY1) and (AY2) for the
data KC, σC, µCH and µ
C
N . From Theorem 4.2 we know that the topologies induced by µH
and µN on Γ(O) coincide. In view of the fact that
µCH(F1 + iF2, F1 + iF2) = µH(F1, F1) + µH(F2, F2), F1, F2 ∈ Γ(O),
(and the corresponding relation for µN), we see that the topologies coincide also on the
complexification. Hence (AY1) holds.
In order to prove (AY2), we first note that the difference S
1/2
H − S ′1/2N for the operators SH
and S ′N induced by µH and µN via (34) will be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator provided that
SH − S ′N is of trace class, cf. [40, Lemma 4.1]. By definition,
µCH(F, (SH − S ′N)G) =
1
2
(
λCH − λCN
)
(F,G) =
1
2
(
µCH − µCN
)
(F,G). (35)
As in (23), (24), our assumption N > 5/2 and Lemma 3.3 imply that there is an integral
kernel M =M(x, y) on O ×O, given by (24) with entries satisfying (20)–(22), such that
1
2
(
µCH − µCN
)
(F,G) = 〈F,MG〉L2(O)⊕L2(O), F, G ∈ Γ(O), (36)
where M is the integral operator with kernel M . We may multiply M by ϕ(x)ϕ(y) where ϕ
is a smooth function supported in a relatively compact neighborhood O˜ of O with ϕ ≡ 1 on
O. Equality (36) is not affected by this change. Moreover, as we saw in the beginning of this
section we may suppose that O and O˜ have smooth boundary. Using a partition of unity it is
no loss of generality to assume that O˜ is contained in a single coordinate neighborhood. We
then denote by O∗ ⊂ R3 the image of O under the coordinate map. We shall use the notation
µCH , µ
C
N , and M,M also for the push-forwards of these objects. We note that the closure of
Γ(O∗) with respect to the topology of H1/2(R3)⊕H−1/2(R3) is H1/20 (O∗)⊕H−1/20 (O∗) =: H,
cf. Appendix A for the notation. The dual space H′ w.r.t. the extension of 〈·, ·〉L2(O∗)⊕L2(O∗),
denoted by 〈·, ·〉, is H−1/2(O∗)⊕H1/2(O∗). The inner product µCH extends to H. By Riesz’
theorem, µCH induces an antilinear isometry θ˜ : H → H′ by 〈θ˜F, G〉 = µCH(F,G). Defining
instead
〈F, θG〉 = µCH(F,G) (37)
we obtain a linear isometry θ fromH to the space H˜′ of antilinear functionals onH. Complex
conjugation provides a (real-linear) isometry between H′ and H˜′, hence H˜′ = H−1/2(O∗) ⊕
H1/2(O∗) as a normed space (and hence as a Hilbert space). We deduce from Lemma 4.8
and Corollary 4.9 below, in connection with the continuity of the extension operator H →
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H1/2(R3) ⊕ H−1/2(R3) and the restriction operator H−1/2(R3) ⊕ H1/2(R3) → H−1/2(O∗) ⊕
H1/2(O∗), that M induces a mapping
M : H → H−1/2(O∗)⊕H1/2(O∗)
which is trace class. In particular, for G ∈ H,MG defines an element of H˜′ by F 7→ 〈F,MG〉.
Combining (35)–(37), we see that, for F,G ∈ H,
〈F,MG〉 = 〈F, θ(SH − S ′N)G〉.
Hence
θ(SH − S ′N) =M in B(H, H˜′),
so that
SH − S ′N = θ−1M in B(H).
As a consequence of the fact that θ−1 : H˜′ → H is an isometry while M : H → H˜′ is trace
class, this implies that SH − S ′N is trace class.
(ii) To prove (ii) we apply the technique of Bogoljubov transformations (we follow [35]
and [50, p. 68f.]). Assume that Σ is compact and let SH , SN , and S
′
N be the operators
induced by a pure Hadamard state ωH resp. a pure adiabatic state ωN of order N > 3/2
via (34). As remarked above, SH and SN are projection operators on K¯
C, the closure of
the complexification of K := Γ(Σ) w.r.t. µCH or µ
C
N (since Σ is compact, µ
C
H and µ
C
N are
equivalent on all of Γ(Σ), Theorem 4.2). We make a direct sum decomposition of K¯C into
K¯C =
H+N
⊕
H−N
=
H+H
⊕
H−H
(38)
such that SH/N has the eigenvalue 1 on H+H/N and 0 on H−H/N , and the first decomposition
is orthogonal w.r.t. µCN , the second w.r.t. µ
C
H . We also denote the corresponding orthogonal
projections of K¯C onto H+H/N resp. H−H/N by P+H/N := SH/N resp. P−H/N := 1 − SH/N . From
Eq.s (9) and (34) we obtain for j ∈ {H,N}
2µCj (F, SjG) = λ
C
j (F,G) = µ
C
j (F,G)−
i
2
σC(F,G)
⇒ σC(F,G) = 2µCj (F, i(2Sj − 1)G) = 2µCj (F, JjG) (39)
where Jj := i(2Sj − 1) is a bounded operator on K¯C with the properties J2j = −1, J∗j = −Jj
(w.r.t. µCj ). It has eigenvalue +i on H+j and −i on H−j and is called the complex structure
associated to µj. Because of (39) both decompositions in (38) are orthogonal w.r.t. σ
C. We
now define the Bogoljubov transformation
(
A C
B D
)
:
H+N
⊕
H−N
→
H+H
⊕
H−H
(40)
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by the bounded operators
A := P+H |H+N , B := P
−
H |H+N , C := P
+
H |H−N , D := P
−
H |H−N .
Taking into account Eq. (39) and the fact that the decomposition (38) is orthogonal w.r.t.
σC we obtain for F,G ∈ H+N
µCN(F,G) = µ
C
N(F,−iJNG) = −
i
2
σC(F,G)
= − i
2
σC(P+HF, P
+
HG)−
i
2
σC(P−HF, P
−
HG)
= − i
2
σC(AF,AG)− i
2
σC(BF,BG)
= −iµCH(AF, JHAG)− iµCH(BF, JHBG)
= µCH(AF,AG)− µCH(BF,BG),
similarly for F,G ∈ H−N
µCN(F,G) = µ
C
H(DF,DG)− µCH(CF,CG),
and for F ∈ H+N , G ∈ H−N
0 = µCN(F,G) = µ
C
N(F, iJNG) =
i
2
σC(F,G)
=
i
2
σC(P+HF, P
+
HG) +
i
2
σC(P−HF, P
−
HG)
=
i
2
σC(AF,CG) +
i
2
σC(BF,DG)
= iµCH(AF, JHCG) + iµ
C
H(BF, JHDG)
= −µCH(AF,CG) + µCH(BF,DG),
hence
A∗A−B∗B = 1 in B(H+N ,H+N)
D∗D − C∗C = 1 in B(H−N ,H−N) (41)
B∗D − A∗C = 0 in B(H−N ,H+N).
In a completely analogous way we can define the inverse Bogoljubov transformation
(
A˜ C˜
B˜ D˜
)
:
H+H
⊕
H−H
→
H+N
⊕
H−N
(42)
by
A˜ := P+N |H+H , B˜ := P
−
N |H+H , C˜ := P
+
N |H−H , D˜ := P
−
N |H−H .
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These operators satisfy relations analogous to (41). Moreover, for F ∈ H+N , G ∈ H+H
µCN(F, A˜G) = µ
C
N(F,−iJN A˜G) = −
i
2
σC(F, A˜G) = − i
2
σC(F, P+NG)
= − i
2
σC(F,G) = − i
2
σC(P+HF,G) = −iµCH(AF, JHG)
= µCH(AF,G),
i.e. A˜ = A∗ : H+H →H+N
and similarly B˜ = −C∗ : H+H → H−N
C˜ = −B∗ : H−H →H+N
D˜ = D∗ : H−H →H−N . (43)
From (41) and (43) one easily finds that
AA∗ − CC∗ = 1 in B(H+H ,H+H)
DD∗ −BB∗ = 1 in B(H−H ,H−H) (44)
AB∗ − CD∗ = 0 in B(H−H ,H+H)
and that (42) is the inverse of (40). Moreover, A is invertible with bounded inverse: It
follows from the first Eq.s in (41) and (44) that A∗A ≥ 1 on H+N and AA∗ ≥ 1 on H+H , hence
A and A∗ are injective. Since {0} = Ker(A∗) = Ran(A)⊥, A has dense range in H+H . For
F = AG ∈ Ran(A) we have ‖A−1F‖2
H+N
= ‖G‖2
H+N
≤ 〈G,A∗AG〉H+N = ‖AG‖
2
H+H
= ‖F‖2
H+H
,
i.e. A−1 is bounded and can be defined on all of H+H .
We are now prepared to show that S
1/2
H − S ′1/2N is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on (K¯C, µCH):
We write F ∈ K¯C as a column vector w.r.t. the decomposition of K¯C w.r.t. µCH:
F =
(
P+HF
P−HF
)
=:
(
F+
F−
)
∈
H+H
⊕
H−H
.
Then
SHF = P
+
HF =
(
1 0
0 0
)(
F+
F−
)
. (45)
For S ′N we get by the basis transformation (42) for all F,G ∈ K¯C
µCH(G, S
′
NF ) =
1
2
λCN(G,F ) = µ
C
N(G, SNF )
= µCN
((
P+NG
P−NG
)
,
(
1 0
0 0
)(
P+NF
P−NF
))
= µCN
((
A˜ C˜
B˜ D˜
)(
P+HG
P−HG
)
,
(
1 0
0 0
)(
A˜ C˜
B˜ D˜
)(
P+HF
P−HF
))
= µCH
((
G+
G−
)
,
(
A˜∗ B˜∗
C˜∗ D˜∗
)(
1 0
0 0
)(
A˜ C˜
B˜ D˜
)(
F+
F−
))
,
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and hence, utilizing (43),
S ′N
(
F+
F−
)
=
(
A −C
−B D
)(
1 0
0 0
)(
A∗ −B∗
−C∗ D∗
)(
F+
F−
)
=
(
AA∗ −AB∗
−BA∗ BB∗
)(
F+
F−
)
. (46)
From (45) and (46) we have now on H+H ⊕H−H
S
1/2
H − S ′1/2N =
(
1 0
0 0
)1/2
−
(
AA∗ −AB∗
−BA∗ BB∗
)1/2
=
(
1 0
0 0
)
−
(
AZ−1/2A∗ −AZ−1/2B∗
−BZ−1/2A∗ BZ−1/2B∗
)
, (47)
where Z := A∗A+B∗B = 1+2B∗B is a bounded selfadjoint positive operator on H+N , which
has a bounded inverse due to the fact that Z ≥ 1. In Lemma 4.11 below we will show that
(47) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H+H ⊕H−H if and only if the operator
Y :=
(
1 0
0 0
)
−
(
AA∗ −AB∗
−BA∗ BB∗
)
is Hilbert-Schmidt. From (46) and (34) we see that
µCH(G, Y F ) = µ
C
H(G, (SH − S ′N)F ) =
1
2
(
λCH(G,F )− λCN(G,F )
)
=
1
2
(
µCH(G,F )− µCN(G,F )
)
.
Now we argue as in the proof of part (i): µCH − µCN is given by an integral operator M with
kernel M , where M has the form (24) with entries satisfying (20)–(22). Using a partition
of unity we can transfer the problem to Rn with the Sobolev regularity of the entries pre-
served. For N > 3/2 the conditions in Remark 4.10 are satisfied. Hence M and also Y are
Hilbert-Schmidt operators, i.e. ωH and ωN are quasiequivalent on A[Γ, σ], which, in turn, is
equivalent to the unitary equivalence of the representations πωH and πωN , if ωH and ωN are
pure states. 
Lemma 4.8 Let M ∈ Hscomp(Rn × Rn), s ≥ 0, and consider the integral operator M with
kernel M , defined by
(Mu)(x) =
∫
M(x, y)u(y) dy, u ∈ C∞0 (Rn).
If s > n−1
2
, n
2
, n+1
2
, and n
2
+ 1, respectively, then M yields trace class operators in
B(H1/2(Rn), H−1/2(Rn)), B(H−1/2(Rn)), B(H1/2(Rn)), B(H−1/2(Rn), H1/2(Rn)),
respectively.
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Proof: For the first case, s > n−1
2
, write
M =
(
〈D〉−s− 12 〈x〉−s− 12
)(
〈x〉s+ 12 〈D〉s+ 12M
)
where 〈x〉s is the operator of multiplication by 〈x〉s and 〈D〉s = op(〈ξ〉s) w.r.t. the flat
Euclidean metric of Rn. The first factor is known to be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on
H−1/2(Rn). SinceM has compact support, it is sufficient to check the Hilbert-Schmidt prop-
erty of 〈D〉s+ 12M in B(H1/2(Rn), H−1/2(Rn)) or, equivalently, of 〈D〉sM〈D〉−1/2 on L2(Rn).
This operator, however, has the integral kernel 〈Dx〉s〈Dy〉−1/2M(x, y). We may consider
〈Dx〉s as the pseudodifferential operator 〈Dx〉s ⊗ I on Rn × Rn with a symbol in the class
Ss0,0(R
2n×R2n) and 〈Dy〉−1/2 as the pseudodifferential operator I⊗〈Dy〉−1/2 on Rn×Rn with
symbol in S00,0(R
2n × R2n). By Caldero´n and Vaillancourt’s Theorem, 〈Dx〉s〈Dy〉−1/2 maps
Hs(Rn × Rn) to L2(Rn × Rn), hence 〈D〉sM〈D〉−1/2 is an integral operator with a square
integrable kernel, hence Hilbert-Schmidt, and M is the composition of two Hilbert-Schmidt
operators, hence trace class.
The proofs of the other cases are similar.
Corollary 4.9 It is well-known that the operator
M =
(
M11 M12
M21 M22
)
:
H1/2(Rn)
⊕
H−1/2(Rn)
→
H−1/2(Rn)
⊕
H1/2(Rn)
is trace class if and only if each of the entries Mij of the matrix is a trace class operator
between the respective spaces, cf. e.g. [42, Sect. 4.1.1.2, Lemma 2]. Denoting by Mij the
integral kernel of Mij, M will be trace class if
M11 ∈ Hs(Rn × Rn), s > n− 1
2
M12 ∈ Hs(Rn × Rn), s > n
2
M21 ∈ Hs(Rn × Rn), s > n+ 1
2
M22 ∈ Hs(Rn × Rn), s > n
2
+ 1.
Remark 4.10 In the situation of Corollary 4.9, M will be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if
each of its entries has this property. Using the fact that an integral operator on L2(Rn) is
Hilbert-Schmidt if its kernel is in L2(Rn × Rn), we easily see that it is sufficient for the
Hilbert-Schmidt property of M that
M11 ∈ L2(Rn × Rn)
M12,M21 ∈ H1/2(Rn × Rn)
M22 ∈ H1(Rn × Rn).
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Lemma 4.11 In the notation of above, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) The operator
X :=
(
1− AZ−1/2A∗ AZ−1/2B∗
BZ−1/2A∗ −BZ−1/2B∗
)
:
H+H
⊕
H−H
→
H+H
⊕
H−H
is Hilbert-Schmidt.
(ii) The operator
Y :=
(
1−AA∗ AB∗
BA∗ −BB∗
)
:
H+H
⊕
H−H
→
H+H
⊕
H−H
is Hilbert-Schmidt.
(iii) The operator BB∗ : H−H → H−H is of trace class.
Proof: Using again the fact that a 2× 2-matrix of operators is trace class if and only if each
of its entries is a trace class operator [42, Sec. 4.1.1.2, Lemma 2] it is sufficient to show the
equivalence of the following statements:
(i) Each of the entries of the operator
X∗X =
(
1−A(2Z−1/2 − 1)A∗ A(Z−1/2 − 1)B∗
B(Z−1/2 − 1)A∗ BB∗
)
:
H+H
⊕
H−H
→
H+H
⊕
H−H
is trace class.
(ii) Each of the entries of the operator
Y ∗Y =
(
1− A(2− Z)A∗ A(1− Z)B∗
B(1− Z)A∗ BZB∗
)
:
H+H
⊕
H−H
→
H+H
⊕
H−H
is trace class.
(iii) BB∗ : H−H →H−H is trace class.
Remember that a compact operator T : H1 → H2 acting between two (possibly different)
Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 is said to be trace class, T ∈ B1(H1,H2), if it has finite trace norm
‖T‖1 :=
∑∞
i=1 si <∞, where si are the eigenvalues of |T | := (T ∗T )1/2 on H1.
Note first, that BB∗ ∈ B1(H−H ,H−H)⇔ B : H+N → H−H is Hilbert-Schmidt⇔ B∗ : H−H →H+N
is Hilbert-Schmidt ⇔ B∗B ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N).
Since Z := 1 + 2B∗B : H+N →H+N is a bounded operator with bounded inverse we have
B∗B ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)⇔ ZB∗B ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)⇔ BZB∗ ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)
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which proves the assertion for the 22-components of X∗X and Y ∗Y .
For the 12-components we note that
−2B∗B = 1− Z = (Z−1/2 − 1)(Z1/2 + Z) (48)
where Z1/2+Z is a bounded operator on H+N with bounded inverse. As shown after Eq. (44),
also A : H+N → H+H is a bounded operator with bounded inverse, therefore
B∗B ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N) ⇔ A(1− Z) = −2AB∗B ∈ B1(H+N ,H+H){ ⇒ A(1− Z)B∗ ∈ B1(H−H ,H+H)
⇒ A(Z−1/2 − 1)B∗ = A(1− Z)(Z1/2 + Z)−1B∗ ∈ B1(H−H ,H+H).
The argument for the 21-component is analogous.
As for the 11-component of Y ∗Y we note, using the invertibility of A, the identity Z =
1 + 2B∗B, and (41), that
1− A(2− Z)A∗ ∈ B1(H+H ,H+H)⇔ A∗A−A∗A(2− Z)A∗A ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)
⇔ (1 +B∗B)B∗B(1 + 2B∗B) ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)⇔ B∗B ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N).
Similarly, using A∗A = 1+B∗B = 1
2
(1 +Z), we rewrite the 11-component of X∗X in terms
of Z and obtain
1−A(2Z−1/2 − 1)A∗ ∈ B1(H+H ,H+H)⇔ A∗A−A∗A(2Z−1/2 − 1)A∗A ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)
⇔ (1 + Z)(1− Z−1/2)(2− Z1/2 + Z) ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N ). (49)
Taking into account (48) and the identity
(2− Z1/2 + Z)(Z1/2 + Z + 2) = 4 + 3Z + Z2,
where both Z1/2 + Z + 2 and 4 + 3Z + Z2 are bounded operators with bounded inverse, we
note that (49) is equivalent to
(1 + Z)(Z − 1)(4 + 3Z + Z2) ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)
⇔ Z − 1 ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N)⇔ B∗B ∈ B1(H+N ,H+N ).
This finishes the proof.
Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.7 imply that, for N > 5/2, πωN (A(O))′′ and πωH (A(O))′′, and,
if Σ is compact, for N > 3/2, πωN (A[Γ, σ])′′ and πωH (A[Γ, σ])′′ are isomorphic von Neumann
factors. Therefore it follows from the corresponding results for Hadamard representations
due to Verch [49, Thm. 3.6] that πωN (A(O))′′ is isomorphic to the unique hyperfinite type
III1 factor if Oc is non-empty, and is a type I∞ factor if Oc = ∅ (i.e. Σ = O is a compact
Cauchy surface).
Our Theorem 4.7 is the analogue of Theorem 3.3 of Lu¨ders & Roberts [35] extended to our
definition of adiabatic states on arbitrary curved spacetime manifolds. The loss of order
3/2+ ǫ in the compact case and 1/2+ ǫ in the non-compact case (ǫ > 0 arbitrary) compared
to their result is probably due to the fact that we use the regularity of ΛH − ΛN rather
generously in the part of the proof of Theorem 4.2 between Eq.s (20) and (25).
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4.2 Local definiteness and Haag duality
The next property of adiabatic vacua we check is that of local definiteness. It says that any
two adiabatic vacua (of order > 5/2) get indistinguishable upon measurements in smaller
and smaller spacetime regions. In a first step let us show that in the representation πωN
generated by an adiabatic vacuum state ωN (of order N > 3/2) there are no nontrivial
observables which are localized at a single point, more precisely:
Theorem 4.12 Let x ∈ Σ. Then, for N > 3/2,⋂
O∋x
πωN (A(O))′′ = C1,
where the intersection is taken over all open bounded subsets O ⊂ Σ.
Before we prove the theorem let us recall how this, combined with Theorem 4.7, implies the
property of local definiteness:
Corollary 4.13 Let ωN be an adiabatic vacuum state of order N > 5/2 and ωH an Hadamard
state. Let On, n ∈ N0, be a sequence of open bounded subsets of Σ shrinking to a point x ∈ Σ,
i.e. On+1 ⊂ On and
⋂
n∈N0
On = {x}. Then
‖(ωN − ωH)|A(On)‖ → 0 as n→∞.
Proof: Let (πωN ,HωN ,ΩωN ) be the GNS-triple generated by ωN , and letRN (On) := πωN (A(On))′′
be the corresponding von Neumann algebras associated to the regions On ⊂ Σ. Due to The-
orem 4.7 and the remarks at the beginning of Section 4.1 π(ωH↾A(O0)) is quasiequivalent
to πωN ↾A(O0). This implies [6, Thm. 2.4.21] that ωH↾A(O0) can be represented in HωN
as a density matrix, i.e. there is a sequence ψm ∈ HωN with
∑
m ‖ψm‖2 = 1 such that
ωH(A) =
∑
m〈ψm, Aψm〉 for all A ∈ A(O0).
Let now An ∈ RN(On) ⊂ RN (O0) be a sequence of observables with ‖An‖ = 1. From The-
orem 4.12 it follows that An → c1 in the topology of RN(O0) for some c ∈ C. In particular,
An → c1 in the weak topology, thus
|〈ΩωN , (An − c1)ΩωN 〉| → 0 asn→∞,
and An → c1 in the σ-weak topology, thus∑
m
|〈ψm, (An − c1)ψm〉| → 0 asn→∞.
From this we can now conclude
|(ωN − ωH)(An)| = |〈ΩωN , AnΩωN 〉 −
∑
m
〈ψm, Anψm〉|
= |〈ΩωN , (An − c1)ΩωN 〉 −
∑
m
〈ψm, (An − c1)ψm〉|
≤ |ΩωN , (An − c1)ΩωN 〉|+
∑
m
|〈ψm, (An − c1)ψm〉|
→ 0 asn→∞, (50)
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i.e. (ωN − ωH)(An) converges to 0 pointwise for each sequence An. To show the uniform
convergence we note that due to A(On+1) ⊂ A(On)
rn := sup{|(ωN − ωH)(A)|; A ∈ A(On), ‖A‖ = 1}
is a bounded monotonically decreasing sequence in n ∈ N0 with values in R+0 . Hence rn → r
for some r ∈ R+0 . To show that r = 0 let ǫ > 0. For all n ∈ N0 there is an An ∈ A(On) with
‖An‖ = 1 such that
0 ≤ rn − |(ωN − ωH)(An)| ≤ ǫ.
Furthermore, due to (50) there is an no ∈ N0 such that for all n ≥ no
|(ωN − ωH)(An)| ≤ ǫ.
From these inequalities we obtain for n ≥ no
0 ≤ r ≤ rn ≤ ǫ+ |(ωN − ωH)(An)| ≤ 2ǫ
and hence r = 0. This proves the assertion.
To prove Theorem 4.12 we show an even stronger statement, namely⋂
O⊃S
πωN (A(O))′′ = C1 (51)
for any smooth 2-dim. closed submanifold S of Σ. The statement of Theorem 4.12 then
follows if we choose x ∈ S. In the proof we will need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.14 ⋂
O⊃S
C∞0 (O) = {0},
where the closure is taken w.r.t. the norm of H−1/2(Σ) (and hence it also holds w.r.t. the
norm of H1/2(Σ)).
Note that we can confine the intersection to all sets O contained in a suitable compact subset
of Σ. Hence we can assume that (Σ, h) is a complete Riemannian manifold (otherwise we
modify h as in the proof of Theorem 4.2), so that H±1/2(Σ) is well-defined.
Proof of Lemma 4.14: The problem is local, so it suffices to consider the case Σ = Rn, S =
Rn−1×{0}. Suppose the above intersection contains some f ∈ H−1/2(Rn), say ‖f‖H−1/2 = 1.
Fix 0 < ǫ < 1/2. Since
‖f‖H−1/2 = sup{|f(F )|; F ∈ H1/2, ‖F‖H1/2 = 1}
we find some F ∈ H1/2(Rn) such that ‖F‖H1/2 = 1 and f(F ) > 1− ǫ. According to Lemma
4.6 there exists an F0 ∈ C∞0 (Rn \ (Rn−1 × {0})) such that ‖F − F0‖H1/2 < ǫ and therefore
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f(F0) = f(F ) + f(F0 − F ) > 1 − 2ǫ. Clearly there is a δ > 0 such that |xn| > 2δ for each
x = (x′, xn) ∈ suppF0.
On the other hand, f ∈ C∞0 (Rn−1 × (−δ, δ))
H−1/2
, hence supp f ⊂ Rn−1 × [−δ, δ] (in order
to see this, use the fact that the closure of C∞0 (Rn+) in the topology of Hs(Rn) is equal to
{u ∈ Hs(Rn); supp u ⊂ Rn+} for s ∈ R, cf. [45, 2.10.3]). Denoting by χδ a smooth function,
equal to 1 on Rn−1 × [−δ, δ] and vanishing outside Rn−1 × (−2δ, 2δ), we have f = χδf and
therefore
1− 2ǫ < f(F0) = (χδf)(F0) = f(χδF0) = f(0) = 0,
a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 4.12: Let (kN ,HN) be the one-particle Hilbert space structure of ωN .
According to results of Araki [1, 34] (51) holds iff⋂
O⊃S
kN(Γ(O)) = {0}, (52)
where the closure is taken w.r.t. the norm in HN .
As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, let us define a one-particle Hilbert space structure (k˜, H˜) of
an auxiliary pure quasifree state on A[Γ, σ] by
k˜ : Γ → L2(Σ, h) =: H˜(
q
p
)
7→ 1√
2
(
i〈D〉1/2q + 〈D〉−1/2p) ;
as before, we may change h near infinity to obtain completeness. Note that the norm given
by
µ˜(F, F ) := 〈k˜F, k˜F 〉H˜ =
1
2
[‖〈D〉1/2q‖2L2 + ‖〈D〉−1/2p‖2L2] , F := (q, p) ∈ Γ,
is equivalent to the norm of H1/2(Σ)⊕H−1/2(Σ).
Let u ∈ kN(Γ(O)) for all O ⊃ S. Thus for every O there is a sequence {FOn , n ∈ N} ⊂ Γ(O)
with kN(F
O
n ) → u in HN . By Theorem 4.2 the norm given by µN , N > 3/2, on Γ(O) is
equivalent to the norm given by µ˜, namely that of H1/2(O)⊕H−1/2(O). Therefore it follows
that also k˜(FOn ) → vO in H˜ for some vO ∈ k˜(Γ(O)). Moreover, vO must be independent
of O: To see this, suppose that O1 and O2 are contained in a common open, bounded set
O˜ ⊂ Σ, and let ǫ > 0. Then there is an n ∈ N such that
‖vO1 − vO2‖H˜ ≤ ‖vO1 − k˜(FO1n )‖H˜ + ‖k˜(FO1n )− k˜(FO2n )‖H˜ + ‖k˜(FO2n )− vO2‖H˜
≤ 2ǫ+ ‖k˜(FO1n − FO2n )‖H˜ = 2ǫ+ µ˜(FO1n − FO2n , FO1n − FO2n )1/2
≤ 2ǫ+ C(O˜)µN(FO1n − FO2n , FO1n − FO2n )1/2
= 2ǫ+ C(O˜)‖kN(FO1n )− kN(FO2n )‖HN
≤ 2ǫ+ C(O˜) (‖kN(FO1n )− u‖HN + ‖u− kN(FO2n )‖HN )
≤ 2ǫ(1 + C(O˜)),
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hence vO1 = vO2, and we denote this unique element of H˜ by v.
Since v ∈ ⋂O⊃S k˜(Γ(O))H˜ it follows from Lemma 4.14 that v = 0 and therefore k˜(FOn )→ 0
in H˜. Since the norms given by kN and k˜ are equivalent on Γ(O) we also have kN(FOn )→ 0
in HN and thus u = limn→∞ kN(FOn ) = 0, which proves the theorem. 
In the following theorem we show that the observable algebras RN (O) := πωN (A(O))′′
generated by adiabatic vacuum states (of order N > 3/2) satisfy a certain maximality
property, called Haag duality. Due to the locality requirement it is clear that all observables
localized in spacelike separated regions of spacetime commute. If O is some open, relatively
compact subset of the Cauchy surface Σ with smooth boundary, this means that
RN (Oc) ⊂ RN (O)′, (53)
where Oc := Σ \ O and
RN(Oc) :=
 ⋃
O1⊂Oc
πωN (A(O1))
′′ (54)
is the von Neumann algebra generated by all πωN (A(O1)) with O1 bounded and O1 ⊂ Oc.
One says that Haag duality holds for the net of von Neumann algebras generated by a pure
state if (53) is even an equality. For mixed states (i.e. reducible GNS-representations) this
can certainly not be true, because in this case, by Schur’s lemma [6, Prop. 2.3.8], there is a
set S of non-trivial operators commuting with the representation πωN , i.e.
S ⊂ RN (O)′ ∩ RN(Oc)′. (55)
If equality held in (53) then the right hand side of (55) would be equal to RN (O)′∩RN (O),
i.e. to the centre of RN(O), which, however, is trivial due to the local primarity (Theorem
4.5) of the representation πωN , hence S ⊂ C1, a contradiction. Therefore, in the reducible
case one has to take the intersection with RN := πωN (A[Γ, σ])′′ on the right hand side of
(53) to get equality1 (in the irreducible case, again by Schur’s lemma, πωN (A)′ = C1 ⇒
πωN (A)′′ = B(HωN ), hence the intersection with RN is redundant). Haag duality is an
important assumption in the theory of superselection sectors [21] and has therefore been
checked in many models of physical interest. For our situation at hand, Haag duality has
been shown by Lu¨ders & Roberts [35] to hold for the GNS-representations of adiabatic vacua
on Robertson-Walker spacetimes and by Verch [47, 49] for those of Hadamard Fock states. He
also noticed that it extends to all Fock states that are locally quasiequivalent to Hadamard
states, hence, by our Theorem 4.7, to pure adiabatic states of order N > 5/2. Nevertheless,
we present an independent proof of Haag duality for adiabatic states that does not rely on
quasiequivalence but only on Theorem 4.2 and also holds for mixed states.
1We are grateful to Fernando Lledo´ for pointing out to us this generalization of Haag duality and discussion
about this topic.
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Theorem 4.15 Let ωN be an adiabatic state of order N > 3/2.
Then, for any open, relatively compact subset O ⊂ Σ with smooth boundary,
RN (Oc) = RN (O)′ ∩ RN ,
where Oc := Σ \ O and RN (Oc) is defined by (54).
Proof: Denoting again by (kN ,HN) the one-particle Hilbert space structure of ωN , it follows
from results of Araki [1, 34] that the assertion is equivalent to the statement
kN(Γ(Oc)) = kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ),
where the closure has to be taken w.r.t. HN and kN(Γ(O))∨ was defined in Eq. (30). Since
kN(Γ(Oc)) ⊂ kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ)
(due to the locality of σ, compare (53) above), we only have to show that kN(Γ(Oc)) is dense
in kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ). This in turn is the case iff
kN(Γ(O)) + kN(Γ(Oc)) is dense in kN(Γ) (56)
(for the convenience of the reader, the argument will be given in Lemma 4.16 below). (56)
will follow if we show that every element u = kN(F ) ∈ kN(Γ), F = (q, p) ∈ Γ, can be
approximated by a sequence in kN(Γ(O)) + kN(Γ(Oc)).
To this end we fix a bounded open set O0 ⊂ Σ with smooth boundary such that supp p and
supp q ⊂ O0. According to Lemma 4.6 we find sequences {qn}, {pn} ⊂ C∞0 (O), {qcn}, {pcn} ⊂
C∞0 (Oc) such that
q − (qn + qcn) → 0 in H1/2(O0) (57)
p− (pn + pcn) → 0 in H−1/2(O0). (58)
Note that it is no restriction to ask that the supports of all functions are contained in O0.
Let us denote by (k˜, H˜) the one-particle Hilbert space structure introduced in (32) with the
real scalar product µ˜ given by (33). The relations (57) and (58) imply that
Γ(O0) ∋ Fn := (q − (qn + qcn), p− (pn + pcn))→ 0
with respect to the norm induced by µ˜. According to Theorem 4.2 it also tends to zero with
respect to the norm induced by µN , in other words
kN(Fn)→ 0 in HN .
This completes the argument.
Lemma 4.16
kN(Γ(O)) + kN(Γ(Oc)) is dense in kN(Γ)⇔ kN(Γ(Oc)) is dense in kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ).
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Proof: ⇒. Let u ∈ kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ), and choose vn ∈ kN(Γ(O)), wn ∈ kN(Γ(Oc)) such
that
vn + wn → u in HN . (59)
In view of the fact that kN(Γ(Oc)) ⊂ kN(Γ(O))∨ we have
kN(Γ(O)) ∩ kN(Γ(Oc)) ⊂ kN(Γ(O)) ∩ kN(Γ(O))∨ = {0}.
Indeed, the last equality is a consequence of Theorem 4.5, cf. (31). We can therefore define
a continuous map
π : kN(Γ(O))⊕ kN(Γ(Oc)) → HN
v ⊕ w 7→ v.
Now (59) implies that {vn+wn} is a Cauchy sequence inHN , hence so are {vn} = {π(vn+wn)}
and {wn}. Let v0 := lim vn ∈ kN(Γ(O)), w0 := limwn ∈ kN(Γ(Oc)). By (59),
u− w0 = v0 ∈ kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ(O)) = {0}.
Therefore u = w0 ∈ kN(Γ(Oc)).
⇐. Denoting by ⊥ the orthogonal complement in kN(Γ), we clearly have from the definition
(30) of ∨ that kN(Γ(O))⊥ ⊂ kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ). Since kN(Γ(O)) + kN(Γ(O))⊥ = kN(Γ)
it follows that kN(Γ(O)) +
(
kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ)
)
is dense in kN(Γ). From the assumption
that kN(Γ(Oc)) is dense in kN(Γ(O))∨ ∩ kN(Γ) the assertion follows.
5 Construction of adiabatic vacuum states
The existence of Hadamard states on arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetimes has been
proven by Fulling, Narcowich & Wald [19] using an elegant deformation argument. Presum-
ably, the existence of adiabatic vacuum states could be shown in a similar way employing
the propagation of the Sobolev wavefront set, Proposition B.4. Instead of a mere existence
argument, however, we prefer to explicitly construct a large class of adiabatic vacuum states
as it is indispensable for the extraction of concrete information in physically relevant situa-
tions to have available a detailed construction of the solutions of the theory.
In Section 5.1 we first present a parametrization of quasifree states in terms of two opera-
tors R and J acting on the L2-Hilbert space w.r.t. a Cauchy surface Σ, Theorem 5.1. The
main technical result is Theorem 5.3 which gives a sufficient condition on R and J such that
the associated quasifree states are adiabatic of a certain order. In Section 5.2 we construct
operators R and J satisfying the above assumptions, Theorem 5.10.
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5.1 Criteria for initial data of adiabatic vacuum states
We recall the following theorem from [31, Thm. 3.11]:
Theorem 5.1 Let (M, g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime with Cauchy surface Σ. Let
J,R be operators on L2(Σ, d3σ) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) C∞0 (Σ) ⊂ dom(J),
(ii) J and R map C∞0 (Σ,R) to L2R(Σ, d3σ),
(iii) J is selfadjoint and positive with bounded inverse,
(iv) R is bounded and selfadjoint.
Then
k : Γ → H := k(Γ) ⊂ L2(Σ, d3σ)
(q, p) 7→ (2J)−1/2 [(R− iJ)q − p] (60)
is the one-particle Hilbert space structure of a pure quasifree state.
Note that we can define the inverse square root by
(2J)−1/2 =
1
π
∫ ∞
0
λ−1/2(λ+ 2J)−1 dλ. (61)
The integral converges since λ + 2J ≥ λ and hence (λ + 2J)−1 ≤ λ−1 for λ ≥ 0. Therefore
(2J)−1/2 is a bounded operator on L2(Σ, d3σ). Moreover, (2J)−1/2 maps L2
R
(Σ, d3σ) to itself
since λ+ 2J and therefore (λ+ 2J)−1 commutes with complex conjugation (λ ≥ 0).
Proof: A short computation shows that for Fj = (qj , pj) ∈ Γ, j = 1, 2, we have
σ(F1, F2) = −〈q1, p2〉+ 〈p1, q2〉 = 2Im 〈kF1, kF2〉.
Here, 〈·, ·〉 is the scalar product of L2(Σ, d3σ). We then let
µ(F1, F2) := Re 〈kF1, kF2〉.
We note that
|σ(F1, F2)|2 ≤ 4|〈kF1, kF2〉|2 ≤ 4〈kF1, kF1〉〈kF2, kF2〉
= 4µ(F1, F1)µ(F2, F2);
hence k defines the one-particle Hilbert space structure of a quasifree state with real scalar
product µ (Definition 2.3) and one-particle Hilbert space H = kΓ + ikΓ (Proposition 2.4).
Let us next show that the state is pure, i.e. kΓ is dense in H (see Proposition 2.4). We apply
a criterion by Araki & Yamagami [2] and check that the operator S : Γ → L2(Σ, d3σ) ⊕
L2(Σ, d3σ) defined by 〈kF1, kF2〉 = 2µ(F1, SF2) is a projection (cf. Eq. (34)). Indeed, this
relation implies that
S =
1
2
(
iJ−1R + 1 −iJ−1
iRJ−1R + iJ −iRJ−1 + 1
)
.
Therefore S2 = S, and the proof is complete.
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The distinguished parametrices of the Klein-Gordon operator
In the following we shall use the calculus of Fourier integral operators of Duistermaat &
Ho¨rmander [16] in order to analyze the wavefront set of certain bilinear forms related to
fundamental solutions of the Klein-Gordon operator P = ✷g + m
2. We recall from [16,
Thm. 6.5.3] that P on a globally hyperbolic spacetime (which is known to be pseudo-convex
w.r.t. P , see [41]) has 22 = 4 orientations C \ diag (C) = C1ν ∪˙C2ν of the bicharacteristic
relation C, Eq. (15). Here, ν is one of the four sets {∅, N+, N−, N+∪N−} of components of the
lightcone N := charP , with N± := N ∩ {ξ0≷0}. C1(2)ν are the subsets of the bicharacteristic
relation which are denoted by C
+(−)
ν in [16]. Associated to these orientations there are four
pairs E1ν , E
2
ν of distinguished parametrices with
WF ′(E1ν) = ∆
∗ ∪ C1ν , WF ′(E2ν) = ∆∗ ∪ C2ν
where ∆∗ is the diagonal in (T ∗X \ 0) × (T ∗X \ 0). Moreover, Duistermaat & Ho¨rmander
show that every parametrix E with WF ′(E) contained in ∆∗ ∪ C1ν resp. ∆∗ ∪ C2ν must be
equal to E1ν resp. E
2
ν modulo C∞. In addition,
E1ν − E2ν ∈ I1/2−2(M×M, C ′)
and E1ν − E2ν is noncharacteristic at every point of C ′. Here, Iµ(X,Λ) denotes the space
of Lagrangean distributions of order µ over the manifold X associated to the Lagrangean
submanifold Λ ⊂ T ∗X \ 0, cf. [28, Def. 25.1.1].
We shall need three particular parametrices: For the forward light cone N+ we obtain E
1
N+
=
ER (mod C∞), the retarded Green’s function, for the backward light cone N− we have the
advanced Green’s function E1N− = E
A (mod C∞) while E1N+∪N− is the so-called Feynman
parametrix EF (mod C∞). We deduce that E1N+ = E2N− (mod C∞), in particular
E = ER − EA ∈ I−3/2(M×M, C ′).
We next write E = E+ + E− with E+ := EF − EA, E− := ER − EF . We deduce from [16,
Thm. 6.5.7] that
E− = ER − EF = E1N+ −E1N+∪N− ∈ I−3/2(M×M, (C−)′) (62)
E+ = EF −EA = E1N+∪N− − E1N− ∈ I−3/2(M×M, (C+)′) (63)
where C+ = C ∩ (N+ ×N+), C− = C ∩ (N− ×N−) as in Eq. (16).
It follows from [41, Thm. 5.1] that the two-point function ΛH of every Hadamard state
coincides with iE+ (mod C∞). (We define the physical Feynman propagator by F (x, y) :=
−i〈TΦ(x)Φ(y)〉, i.e. −i × the expectation value of the time ordered product of two field
operators. From this choice it follows that iF = ΛH + iE
A and hence F = EF (mod C∞)
and ΛH = iE
+ (mod C∞).)
Lemma 5.2 For every Hadamard state ΛH we have
WF ′s(ΛH) =WF
′s(E+) =
{ ∅, s < −1
2
C+, s ≥ −1
2
.
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Proof: The statement for s < −1/2 follows from Eq. (63) and Proposition B.10. For s ≥
−1/2 we rely on [16, Section 6]. According to [16, Eq. (6.6.1)]
E1N+∪N− + E
1
∅ = E
1
N+
+ E1N− mod C∞,
so that, in the notation of [16, Eq. (6.6.3)],
E+ = E1N+ − E1∅ = SN+ .
The symbol of SN+ is computed in [16, Thm. 6.6.1]. It is non-zero on the diagonal ∆N in
N × N . Moreover, it satisfies a homogenous first order ODE along the bicharacteristics of
P in each pair of variables, so that it is non-zero everywhere on C+. Hence E+ is non-
characteristic at every point of C+. Now Proposition B.10 gives the assertion.
We fix a normal coordinate t which allows us to identify a neighborhood of Σ in M with
(−T, T ) × Σ =: MT . We assume that Rl = {Rl(t); −T < t < T} and Jl = {Jl(t); −T <
t < T}, l = 1, 2, are smooth families of properly supported pseudodifferential operators on Σ
with local symbols rl = rl(t) ∈ C∞((−T, T ), S0(Σ×R3)) and jl = jl(t) ∈ C∞((−T, T ), S1(Σ×
R3)). Moreover, let H = {H(t); −T < t < T} be a smooth family of properly supported
pseudodifferential operators of order −1 on Σ. We can then also view Rl, Jl, and H as
operators on, say, C∞0 ((−T, T )× Σ).
Theorem 5.3 Let Rl, Jl, and H be as above, and let Ql be a properly supported first order
pseudodifferential operator on (−T, T )× Σ such that
Ql(Rl − iJl − ∂t)E− = S(N)l E−, l = 1, 2, (64)
with S
(N)
l = S
(N)
l (t) ∈ C∞((−T, T ), L−N(Σ)) a smooth family of properly supported pseu-
dodifferential operators on Σ of order −N . Moreover, we assume that Ql has a real-valued
principal symbol such that
charQl ∩N− = ∅.
Then the distribution DN ∈ D′(M×M), defined by
DN(f1, f2) = 〈[(R1 − iJ1)ρ0 − ρ1]Ef1, H [(R2 − iJ2)ρ0 − ρ1]Ef2〉
satisfies the relation
WF ′s(DN) ⊂
{ ∅, s < −1/2
C+, −1/2 ≤ s < N + 3/2. (65)
Note that DN will in general not be a two-point function unless R1 = R2 and J1 = J2 = H
−1
are selfadjoint and J is positive (compare Theorem 5.1).
Proof: Since ρ0 commutes with Rl, Jl and H we have
DN (f1, f2) = 〈ρ0 [R1 − iJ1 − ∂t]Ef1, ρ0H [R2 − iJ2 − ∂t]Ef2〉 . (66)
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Denoting by K1 and K2 the distributional kernels of (R1− iJ1−∂t)E and H(R2− iJ2−∂t)E,
respectively, we see that
DN = (ρ0K1)
∗(ρ0K2).
We shall apply the calculus of Fourier integral operators in order to analyze the composition
(ρ0K1)
∗(ρ0K2). The following lemma is similar in spirit to [28, Thm. 25.2.4].
Lemma 5.4 Let X ⊂ Rn1, Y ⊂ Rn2 be open sets and A ∈ Lk(X) be a properly supported
pseudodifferential operator with symbol a(x, ξ). Assume that C is a homogeneous canonical
relation from T ∗Y \ 0 to T ∗X \ 0 and that a(x, ξ) vanishes on a conic neighborhood of the
projection of C in T ∗X \ 0. If B ∈ Im(X × Y, C ′) then
AB ∈ I−∞(X × Y, C ′).
Proof: The problem is microlocal, so we may assume that B has the form
Bu(x) =
∫
eiφ(x,y,ξ)b(x, y, ξ)u(y) dy dNξ,
where φ is a non-degenerate phase function onX×Y×(RN\{0}) and b ∈ Sm+(n1+n2−2N)/4(X×
Y × RN) an amplitude. We know that C = Tφ(Cφ), where
Cφ := {(x, y, ξ) ∈ X × Y × (RN \ {0}); dξφ(x, y, ξ) = 0},
and Tφ is the map
Tφ : X × Y × (RN \ {0}) → T ∗(X × Y ) \ 0
(x, y, ξ) 7→ (x, dxφ; y, dyφ).
We recall that ess supp b is the smallest closed conic subset of X×Y × (RN \ {0}) outside of
which b is of class S−∞ and that the wavefront set of the kernel of B is contained in the set
Tφ(Cφ ∩ ess supp b),
cf. [15, Thm. 2.2.2]. Hence we may assume that b vanishes outside a conic neighborhood N
of Cφ in X × Y × RN . In fact we can choose this neighborhood so small that a(x, ξ′) = 0
whenever (x, ξ′) lies in the projection of Tφ(N ) ⊂ T ∗X × T ∗Y onto the first component (we
call this projection π1). Then
ABu(x) =
∫
eiφ(x,y,ξ)c(x, y, ξ)u(y) dy dNξ
where
c(x, y, ξ) = e−iφ(x,y,ξ)A(b(·, y, ξ)eiφ(·,y,ξ)).
According to [44, Ch. VIII, Eq. (7.8)], c has the asymptotic expansion
c(x, y, ξ) ∼
∑
α≥0
β≤α
Dαξ a(x, dxφ(x, y, ξ))D
β
xb(x, y, ξ)ψαβ(x, y, ξ) (67)
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where ψαβ is a polynomial in ξ of degree ≤ |α− β|/2. Now from our assumptions on a and
b it follows that in Eq. (67)
b(x, y, ξ) = 0 if (x, y, ξ) /∈ N
a(x, ξ′) = 0 if (x, ξ′) ∈ π1Tφ(N ) ⇒ a(x, dxφ(x, y, ξ)) = 0 if (x, y, ξ) ∈ N ,
and hence c ∼ 0. This proves that AB ∈ I−∞(X × Y, C ′).
Lemma 5.5 Let A ∈ C∞((−T, T ), Lk(Σ)) be properly supported and B ∈ Im(M×M, (C±)′).
Then
AB ∈ Im+k(MT ×M, (C±)′).
Proof: Choosing local coordinates and a partition of unity we may assume thatM = R4,Σ =
R3 ∼= R3 × {0} ⊂ R4 and that A is supported in a compact set. We let X = opχ where
χ = χ(τ, ξ) ∈ C∞(R4) vanishes near (τ, ξ) = 0 and is homogeneous of degree 0 for |(τ, ξ)| ≥ 1
with χ(τ, ξ) = 1 for (τ, ξ) in a conic neighborhood of {ξ = 0}, and χ(τ, ξ) = 0 for (τ, ξ)
outside a larger conic neighborhood of {ξ = 0}, such that, in particular, χ(τ, ξ) = 0 in
a neighborhood of π1(C
±) (by π1 we denote the projection onto the first component in
T ∗M× T ∗M, i.e. π1(x, ξ; y, η) := (x, ξ)). We have
AB = AXB + A(1−X)B.
Denoting by a(t,x, ξ) the local symbol of A, the operator A(1−X) has the symbol
a(t,x, ξ)(1− χ(τ, ξ)) ∈ Sk(R4 × R4).
(Here we have used the fact that (1− χ(τ, ξ)) is non-zero only in the area where 〈τ〉 can be
estimated by 〈ξ〉.) Hence A(1 − X) is a properly supported pseudodifferential operator of
order k on MT . We may apply [28, Thm. 25.2.3] with excess equal to zero and obtain that
A(1−X)B ∈ Im+k(MT ×M, (C±)′).
On the other hand, X is a pseudodifferential operator with symbol vanishing in a neighbor-
hood of π1(C
±). According to Lemma 5.4, XB ∈ I−∞(M×M, (C±)′). Hence XB is an
integral operator with a smooth kernel on M×M, and so is AXB, since A is continuous
on C∞(M).
Lemma 5.6 (i) (Rl − iJl − ∂t)E+ ∈ I−1/2(MT ×M, (C+)′), l = 1, 2;
(ii) H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)E+ ∈ I−3/2(MT ×M, (C+)′);
(iii) (Rl − iJl − ∂t)E− ∈ I−N−5/2(MT ×M, (C−)′), l = 1, 2;
(iv) H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)E− ∈ I−N−7/2(MT ×M, (C−)′).
Proof: (i) It follows from (63) and Lemma 5.5 that (Rl − iJl)E+ ∈ I−1/2(MT ×M, (C+)′).
Since ∂t is a differential operator, the assumptions of the composition theorem for Fourier
integral operators [28, Thm. 25.2.3] are met with excess equal to zero, and we conclude from
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(63) that also ∂tE
+ ∈ I−1/2(MT ×M, (C+)′).
Since, by assumption, H ∈ C∞((−T, T ), L−1(Σ)) is properly supported we also obtain (ii).
(iii) We know from (64) that
Ql(Rl − iJl − ∂t)E− = S(N)l E−. (68)
Applying Lemma 5.5 and (62), the right hand side is an element of I−3/2−N(MT×M, (C−)′)
(note that S
(N)
l is properly supported). We next observe that the question is local, so that
we can focus on a small neighborhood U of a point x0 ∈M. Here, we write Ql = Q(1)l +Q(2)l
as a sum of two pseudodifferential operators, where Q
(1)
l is elliptic, and the essential support
of Q
(2)
l is contained in the complement of N−. To this end choose a real-valued function
χ ∈ C∞(T ∗U) with the following properties:
(α) χ(x, ξ) = 0 for small |ξ|,
(β) χ is homogeneous of degree 1 for |ξ| ≥ 1,
(γ) χ(x, ξ) ≡ 0 on a conic neighborhood of N−,
(δ) χ(x, ξ) ≡ |ξ| on a neighborhood of charQl ∩ {|ξ| ≥ 1}.
We denote the local symbol of Ql by ql and let
Q
(1)
l := op (ql(x, ξ) + iχ(x, ξ)), Q
(2)
l := op (−iχ(x, ξ)).
By the Lemmata 5.4 and 5.5 we have
Q
(2)
l (Rl − iJl − ∂t)E− ∈ I−∞(MT ×M, (C−)′).
Moreover, Q
(1)
l is elliptic of order 1, since ql is real-valued and χ(x, ξ) = |ξ| on charQl. We
conclude from (68) that
Q
(1)
l (Rl − iJl − ∂t)E− ∈ I−3/2−N (MT ×M, (C−)′).
Multiplication by a parametrix to Q
(1)
l shows that
(Rl − iJl − ∂t)E− ∈ I−5/2−N (MT ×M, (C−)′).
(iv) follows from (iii) and Lemma 5.5.
We next analyze the effect of the restriction operator ρ0. We recall from [15, p. 113] that
ρ0 ∈ I1/4(Σ×M, R′0) (69)
where
R0 := {(xo, ξo; x, ξ) ∈ (T ∗Σ× T ∗M) \ 0; xo = x, ξo = ξ|TxoΣ}.
Lemma 5.7
ρ0H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)E− ∈ I−N−13/4(Σ×M, (R0 ◦ C−)′)
ρ0(R1 − iJ1 − ∂t)E− ∈ I−N−9/4(Σ×M, (R0 ◦ C−)′)
ρ0(R1 − iJ1 − ∂t)E+ ∈ I−1/4(Σ×M, (R0 ◦ C+)′)
ρ0H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)E+ ∈ I−5/4(Σ×M, (R0 ◦ C+)′).
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Proof: All these statements follow from (69), Lemma 5.6 and the composition formula for
Fourier integral operators [28, Thm. 25.2.3], provided that the compositions R0 ◦ C− and
R0 ◦C+ of the canonical relations are clean, proper and connected with excess zero (cf. [27,
C.3] and [28, p. 18] for notation). We note that
(R0 × C+) ∩ (T ∗Σ× diag (T ∗M)× T ∗M) (70)
= {(xo, ξo; x, ξ; x, ξ; y, η); x = xo, ξo = ξ|TxoΣ, (x, ξ; y, η) ∈ C+}.
Given (xo, ξo) ∈ T ∗Σ \ 0 there is precisely one (x, ξ) ∈ N+ such that x = xo and ξ|TxoΣ = ξo;
given (x, ξ) ∈ N+ there is a 1-parameter family of (y, η) such that (x, ξ; y, η) ∈ C+. We
deduce that
codim (R0 × C+) + codim (T ∗Σ× diag (T ∗M)× T ∗M)
= 6 dimM− 1 = codim (R0 × C+) ∩ (T ∗Σ× diag (T ∗M)× T ∗M);
here the codimension is taken in T ∗Σ × (T ∗M)3. Hence the excess of the intersection,
i.e. the difference of the left and the right hand side, is zero. In particular, the intersection
is transversal, hence clean. Moreover, the fact that in (70) the (x, ξ) is uniquely determined
as soon as (xo, ξo) and (y, η) are given shows that the associated map
(xo, ξo; x, ξ; x, ξ; y, η) 7→ (xo, ξo; y, η)
is proper (i.e. the pre-image of a compact set is compact). Indeed, the pre-image of a closed
and bounded set is trivially closed; it is bounded, because |ξ| ≤ C|ξo| for some constant C.
Finally, the pre-image of a single point (xo, ξo; y, η) is again a single point, in particular a
connected set.
An analogous argument applies to R0 ◦ C−.
Lemma 5.8 (i) (ρ0(R1−iJ1−∂t)E−)∗(ρ0H(R2−iJ2−∂t)E−) ∈ I−2N−11/2(M×M, (C−)′),
(ii) (ρ0(R1 − iJ1 − ∂t)E+)∗(ρ0H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)E+ ∈ I−3/2(M×M, (C+)′).
Denoting by D± the relation (R0 ◦ C∓)−1 ◦ (R0 ◦ C±) we have
(iii) (ρ0(R1 − iJ1 − ∂t)E+)∗(ρ0H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)E−) ∈ I−N−7/2(M×M, (D−)′),
(iv) (ρ0(R1 − iJ1 − ∂t)E−)∗(ρ0H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)E+) ∈ I−N−7/2(M×M, (D+)′).
Proof: (i) According to [28, Thm. 25.2.2] and Lemma 5.7
(ρ0(R1 − iJ1 − ∂t)E−)∗ ∈ I−N−9/4(M× Σ, ((R0 ◦ C−)−1)′).
We first note that the composition (R0 ◦C−)−1 ◦ (R0 ◦C−) equals C−: In fact, (R0 ◦C−)−1 is
the set of all (y, η; xo, ξo), where (xo, ξo) ∈ T ∗Σ, y is joined to xo by a null geodesic γ, η ∈ N−
is cotangent to γ at y and the projection Pγ(η)|TxoΣ of the parallel transport of η along γ
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coincides with ξo. The codimension of (R0 ◦C−)−1× (R0 ◦C−) in T ∗M×T ∗Σ×T ∗Σ×T ∗M
therefore equals 4 dimΣ + 2, and we have
codim ((R0 ◦ C−)−1 × (R0 ◦ C−)) + codim (T ∗M× diag (T ∗Σ)× T ∗M)
= 6 dimΣ + 2
= codim ((R0 ◦ C−)−1 × (R0 ◦ C−)) ∩ (T ∗M× diag (T ∗Σ)× T ∗M).
In particular, the intersection of (R0 ◦C−)−1 × (R0 ◦C−) and T ∗M× diag (T ∗Σ)× T ∗M is
transversal in T ∗M× T ∗Σ× T ∗Σ× T ∗M, hence clean with excess 0.
Given (y, η; xo, ξo; xo, ξo; y˜, η˜) in the intersection, the element (xo, ξo) is uniquely determined
by (y, η) and (y˜, η˜). The mapping
(y, η; xo, ξo; xo, ξo; y˜, η˜) 7→ (y, η; y˜, η˜)
therefore is proper. The pre-image of each element is a single point, hence a connected set.
We can apply the composition theorem [28, Thm. 25.2.3] and obtain the assertion.
The proof of (ii), (iii) and (iv) is analogous.
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 5.3. According to (66) and the following remarks
we have to find the wavefront set of
(ρ0(R1 − iJ1 − ∂t)(E+ + E−))∗(ρ0H(R2 − iJ2 − ∂t)(E+ + E−)).
By Proposition B.10 we have, for an arbitrary canonical relation Λ,
Iµ(M×M,Λ) ⊂ Hs(M×M)
if µ+ 1
2
dimM+s < 0; moreover, the wavefront set of elements of Iµ(M×M,Λ) is a subset
of Λ. Lemma 5.8 therefore immediately implies (65).
5.2 Construction on a compact Cauchy surface
Following the idea in [31] we shall now show that one can construct adiabatic vacuum states
on any globally hyperbolic spacetime M with compact Cauchy surface Σ.
In Gaußian normal coordinates w.r.t. Σ the metric reads
gµν =
(
1
−hij(t,x)
)
and the Klein-Gordon operator reduces to
✷g +m
2 =
1√
h
∂t(
√
h∂t·)−∆Σ +m2,
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where hij is the induced Riemannian metric on Σ, h its determinant and ∆Σ the Laplace-
Beltrami operator w.r.t. hij acting on Σ. Following [31, Eq. (130)ff.] there exist operators
P
(N)
1 , P
(N)
2 , N = 0, 1, 2, . . . , of the form
P
(N)
1 = −a(N)(t,x, Dx)−
1√
h
∂t
√
h
P
(N)
2 = a
(N)(t,x, D
x
)− ∂t
with a(N) = a(N)(t,x, D
x
) ∈ C∞([−T, T ], L1(Σ)) such that
P
(N)
1 ◦ P (N)2 − (✷g +m2) = sN(t,x, Dx) (71)
with sN ∈ C∞([−T, T ], L−N (Σ)). In fact one gets
a(N)(t,x, D
x
) = −iA1/2 +
N+1∑
ν=1
b(ν)(t,x, D
x
);
here A is the self-adjoint extension of −∆Σ + m2 on L2(Σ), so that A1/2 is an elliptic
pseudodifferential operator of order 1. The b(ν) are elements of C∞([−T, T ], L1−ν(Σ)) defined
recursively so that (71) holds. One then sets similarly as in [31, Eq. (134)]
j(N)(t,x, ξ) := − 1
2i
N+1∑
ν=1
[
b(ν)(t,x, ξ)− b(ν)(t,x,−ξ)
]
∈ S0 (72)
r(N)(t,x, ξ) :=
1
2
N+1∑
ν=1
[
b(ν)(t,x, ξ) + b(ν)(t,x,−ξ)
]
∈ S0 (73)
J(t) := A1/2 +
1
2
[
j(N)(t,x, D
x
) + j(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗
] ∈ L1
R(t) :=
1
2
[
r(N)(t,x, D
x
) + r(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗
] ∈ L0.
Lemma 5.9 We can change the operator J defined above by a family of regularizing opera-
tors such that the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are met.
Proof: It is easily checked that a pseudodifferential operator on Rn with symbol a(x, ξ) maps
C∞0 (Rn,R) to L2R(Rn) (i.e. commutes with complex conjugation) iff a(x, ξ) = a(x,−ξ). The
symbols j(N) and r(N) have this property by construction.
The operator family R(t) = 1
2
(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
) + r(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗
) ∈ L0 is bounded and symmet-
ric, hence selfadjoint. Moreover, it commutes with complex conjugation: If v ∈ L2
R
(Σ, d3σ),
then R(t)v is real-valued, since for every u ∈ L2
R
(Σ, d3σ)
2〈u,R(t)v〉 = 〈u, (r(N) + r(N)∗)v〉 = 〈u, r(N)v〉+ 〈r(N)u, v〉 ∈ R.
The operator A1/2 maps C∞0 (Σ,R) to L2R(Σ, d3σ) by (61); it is selfadjoint on D(A1/2) =
H1(Σ). Hence J defines a selfadjoint family of pseudodifferential operators of order 1; it
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is invariant under complex conjugation. Moreover, its principal symbol is
√
hijξiξj > 0.
According to [44, Ch. II, Lemma 6.2] there exists a family of regularizing operators J∞ =
J∞(t) such that J + J∞ is strictly positive. Replacing J∞ by
1
2
(J∞ +CJ∞C), where C here
denotes the operator of complex conjugation, we obtain an operator which is both strictly
positive and invariant under complex conjugation. It differs from J by a regularizing family.
Theorem 5.10 For N = 0, 1, 2, . . . we let
ΛN(f1, f2) =
1
2
〈
[(R− iJ)ρ0 − ρ1]Ef1, J−1 [(R− iJ)ρ0 − ρ1]Ef2
〉
with J modified as in Lemma 5.9. Then ΛN is the two-point function of a (pure) adiabatic
vacuum state of order N .
Proof: By Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.9, ΛN defines the two-point function of a (pure)
quasifree state. We write
R(t) =
1
2
r(N)(t,x, D
x
) +
1
2
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗
J(t) =
1
2
(
A1/2 + j(N)(t,x, D
x
)
)
+
1
2
(
A1/2 + j(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗
)
+ j∞(t,x, Dx)
with r(N), j(N) as in (72), (73) and j∞ the regularizing modification of Lemma 5.9. We shall
use Theorem 5.3 to analyze the wavefront set of ΛN . We decompose
ΛN(f1, f2) =
1
8
〈[(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)− i(A1/2 + j(N)(t,x, D
x
) + 2j∞(t,x, Dx))
)
ρ0 − ρ1
]
Ef1
+
[(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗ − i(A1/2 + j(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗)
)
ρ0 − ρ1
]
Ef1,
J(t)−1
[(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)− i(A1/2 + j(N)(t,x, D
x
) + 2j∞(t,x, Dx))
)
ρ0 − ρ1
]
Ef2
+J(t)−1
[(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗ − i(A1/2 + j(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗)
)
ρ0 − ρ1
]
Ef2
〉
. (74)
Now we let
Q˜1(t) := A
1/2 + i
(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)− ij(N)(t,x, D
x
)
)
+
i√
h
∂t
√
h
= i
(
a(N)(t,x, D
x
) +
1√
h
∂t
√
h
)
= −iP (N)1 (75)
and
Q˜2(t) := A
1/2 + i
(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗ − ij(N)(t,x, D
x
)∗
)
+
i√
h
∂t
√
h. (76)
Equation (71) implies that
iQ˜1(t)
(
r(N)(t,x, D
x
)− i(A1/2 + j(N)(t,x, D
x
))− 2ij∞(t,x, Dx)− ∂t
)
= P
(N)
1
(
P
(N)
2 − 2ij∞(t,x, Dx)
)
= ✷g +m
2 + s˜N(t,x, Dx) (77)
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where s˜N differs from sN in (71) by an element in C∞([−T, T ], L−∞(Σ)). Next we note that
(71) is equivalent to the identity(
−r(N) + i(A1/2 + j(N))− 1√
h
∂t
√
h
)(
r(N) − i(A1/2 + j(N))− ∂t
)
= ✷g +m
2 + sN
which in turn is equivalent to(−r(N) + i(A1/2 + j(N))) (r(N) − i(A1/2 + j(N)))− 1√
h
∂t
(√
h
(
r(N) − i(A1/2 + j(N))))
= −∆Σ +m2 + sN
or - taking adjoints and conjugating with the operator C of complex conjugation -
−C (r(N)∗ + i(A1/2 + j(N)∗))CC (r(N)∗ + i(A1/2 + j(N)∗))C
− 1√
h
∂t
(√
hC
(
r(N)∗ + i(A1/2 + j(N)∗)
)
C
)
= C(−∆Σ +m2 + s∗N)C = −∆Σ +m2 + Cs∗NC. (78)
Here we have used the fact that[
∂t
(√
h
(
r(N) − i(A1/2 + j(N))))]∗ = ∂t [√h (r(N) − i(A1/2 + j(N)))]∗ .
Using that r(N)∗, j(N)∗ and A1/2 commute with C, (78) reads
− (r(N)∗ − i(A1/2 + j(N)∗)) (r(N)∗ − i(A1/2 + j(N)∗))− 1√
h
∂t
(√
h
(
r(N)∗ − i(A1/2 + j(N)∗)))
= −∆Σ +m2 + Cs∗NC.
Adding the time derivatives, it follows that
iQ˜2(t)
(
r(N)∗ − i(A1/2 + j(N)∗)− ∂t
)
=
(
−r(N)∗ + i(A1/2 + j(N)∗)− 1√
h
∂t
√
h
)(
r(N)∗ − i(A1/2 + j(N)∗)− ∂t
)
= ✷g +m
2 + Cs∗NC. (79)
Note that the operators Q˜1 and Q˜2, defined by Eq.s (75) and (76), are not yet pseudodiffer-
ential operators since their symbols will not decay in the covariable of t, say τ , if we take
derivatives w.r.t. the covariables of x, say ξ. To make them pseudodifferential operators we
choose a finite number of coordinate neighborhoods {Uj} for Σ, which yields finitely many
coordinate neighborhoods for (−T, T )× Σ. As (t,x) varies over (−T, T )× Uj , the negative
light cone will not intersect a fixed conic neighborhoodN of {ξ = 0} in T ∗((−T, T )×Uj). We
choose a real-valued function χ which is smooth on T ∗((−T, T )×Uj), zero for |(τ, ξ)| ≤ 1/2,
homogeneous of degree zero for |(τ, ξ)| ≥ 1 such that
χ(t,x, τ, ξ) = 0 on a conic neighborhood of {ξ = 0} (80)
χ(t,x, τ, ξ) = 1 outside N .
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We now let X := opχ. Then
Q1 := XQ˜1 and Q2 := XQ˜2
are pseudodifferential operators due to (80). Their principal symbols are ((hijξiξj)
1/2 −
τ)χ(t,x, τ, ξ), so that their characteristic set does not intersect N−. Eq.s (77), (79) and the
fact that (✷g +m
2)E− = 0 show that the assumption of Theorem 5.3 is satisfied for each of
the four terms arising from the decomposition of ΛN in (74). This yields the assertion.
Lemma 5.8 explicitly shows that the non-Hadamard like singularities of the two-point func-
tion ΛN in Theorem 5.10 (i.e. those not contained in the canonical relation C
+) are either
pairs of purely negative frequency singularities lying on a common bicharacteristic (C−) or
pairs of mixed positive/negative frequency singularities (D±) which lie on bicharacteristics
that are “reflected” by the Cauchy surface. They may have spacelike separation.
For the states constructed in Theorem 5.10 one can explicitly find the BogoljubovB-operator,
which was introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.7(ii), in terms of the operators R and J .
Applying the criterion of Lemma 4.11(iii) one can check the unitary equivalence of the GNS-
representations generated by these states. A straightforward (but tedious) calculation shows
that unitary equivalence already holds for N ≥ 0, thus improving the statement of Theorem
4.7(ii) for these particular examples.
6 Adiabatic vacua on Robertson-Walker spaces
By introducing adiabatic vacua on Robertson-Walker spaces Parker [38] was among the first
to construct a quantum field theory in a non-trivial background spacetime. A mathemati-
cally precise version of his construction and an analysis of the corresponding Hilbert space
representations along the same lines as in our Section 4 were given by Lu¨ders & Roberts
[35]. Relying on their work we want to show in this section that these adiabatic vacua
on Robertson-Walker spaces are indeed adiabatic vacua in the sense of our Definition 3.2.
This justifies our naming and gives a mathematically intrinsic meaning to the “order” of
an adiabatic vacuum. In [31] one of us had claimed to have shown that all adiabatic vacua
on Robertson-Walker spaces are Hadamard states. This turned out to be wrong in general,
when the same question was investigated for Dirac fields [24]2. So the present section also
serves to correct this mistake. Our presentation follows [31].
In order to be able to apply our Theorem 5.3 without technical complications we restrict
our attention to Robertson-Walker spaces with compact spatial sections. These are the
4-dim. Lorentz manifolds M = R× Σ where Σ is regarded as being embedded in R4 as
Σ = {x ∈ R4; (x0)2 +
3∑
i=1
(xi)2 = 1} ∼= S3,
2We want to thank S. Hollands for discussions about this point.
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and M is endowed with the homogeneous and isotropic metric
ds2 = dt2 − a(t)2
[
dr2
1− r2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2)
]
; (81)
here ϕ ∈ [0, 2π], θ ∈ [0, π], r ∈ [0, 1) are polar coordinates for the unit ball in R3, and a is
a strictly positive smooth function. In [31] it was shown that an adiabatic vacuum state of
order n (as defined in [35]) is a pure quasifree state on the Weyl algebra of the Klein-Gordon
field on the spacetime (81) given by a one-particle Hilbert space structure w.r.t. a fixed
Cauchy surface Σt = {t = const.} = Σ× {t} (equipped with the induced metric from (81))
kn : Γ → Hn := kn(Γ) ⊂ L2(Σt)
(q, p) 7→ (2Jn)−1/2 [(Rn − iJn)q − p]
of the form (60) of Theorem 5.1, where the operator families Rn(t), Jn(t) acting on L
2(Σ, d3σ)
are defined in the following way:
(Rnf)(t,x) := −1
2
∫
dµ(~k)
(
3
a˙(t)
a(t)
+
Ω˙
(n)
k (t)
Ω
(n)
k (t)
)
f˜(t, ~k)φ~k(x)
(Jnf)(t,x) :=
∫
dµ(~k) Ω
(n)
k (t)f˜(t,
~k)φ~k(x), (82)
with t in some fixed finite interval I ⊂ R, say. Here, {φ~k, ~k := (k, l,m), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; l =
0, 1, . . . , k; m = −l, . . . , l} are the t-independent eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator ∆Σ w.r.t. the Riemannian metric
sij =
 11−r2 r2
r2 sin2 θ
 (83)
on the hypersurface Σ:
∆Σφ~k ≡
{
(1− r2) ∂
2
∂r2
+
2− 3r2
r
∂
∂r
+
1
r2
∆(θ, ϕ)
}
φ~k = −k(k + 2)φ~k,
where ∆(θ, ϕ) := ∂
2
∂θ2
+ cot θ ∂
∂θ
+ 1
sin2 θ
∂2
∂ϕ2
is the Laplace operator on S2. They form an
orthonormal basis of L2(Σ, d3σ) with d3σ := r2(1− r2)−1/2dr sin θdθ dϕ. ˜denotes the gener-
alized Fourier transform
˜: L2(Σ, d3σ) → L2(Σ˜, dµ(~k))
f 7→ f˜(~k) :=
∫
Σ
d3σ φ~k(x)f(x), (84)
which is a unitary map from L2(Σ, d3σ) to L2(Σ˜, dµ(~k)) where Σ˜ is the space of values of
~k = (k, l,m) equipped with the measure
∫
dµ(~k) :=
∑∞
k=0
∑k
l=0
∑l
m=−l [35]. (Note that (84)
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is defined w.r.t. Σ with the metric sij, Eq. (83), and not w.r.t. Σt with the metric a
2(t)sij .)
The inverse is given by
f(x) =
∫
dµ(~k) f˜(~k)φ~k(x).
Using duality and interpolation of the Sobolev spaces one deduces
Lemma 6.1
Hs(Σ) = {f =
∫
dµ(~k) f˜(~k)φ~k;
∫
dµ(~k) (1 + k2)s|f˜(~k)|2 <∞}.
The Klein-Gordon operator associated to the metric (81) is given by
✷g +m
2 =
∂2
∂t2
+ 3
a˙
a
∂
∂t
− 1
a2
∆Σ +m
2. (85)
The functions Ω
(n)
k (t), n ∈ N0, in (82) were introduced by Lu¨ders & Roberts. Ω(n)k (t) is
strictly positive and plays the role of a generalized frequency which is determined by a WKB
approximation to Eq. (85). It is iteratively defined by the following recursion relations
(Ω
(0)
k )
2 := ω2k ≡
k(k + 2)
a2
+m2
(Ω
(n+1)
k )
2 = ω2k −
3
4
(
a˙
a
)2
− 3
2
a¨
a
+
3
4
(
Ω˙
(n)
k
Ω
(n)
k
)2
− 1
2
Ω¨
(n)
k
Ω
(n)
k
. (86)
In the following we shall study the analytic properties of these functions. We shall see that,
using (86), we may express Ω
(n)
k as a function of t and ωk. As a function of these two
variables, it turns out to behave like a classical pseudodifferential symbol. In Lemma 6.2
below we shall derive the corresponding estimates and expansions for (t, ωk) ∈ I ×R+. It is
a little unusual to consider a ‘covariable’ in R+; in later applications, however, we will have
ωk =
√
k(k + 2)/a2 +m2 bounded away from zero, so that the behaviour of ωk near zero is
irrelevant.
We first observe that (Ω
(n+1)
k )
2 can be determined by an iteration involving only (Ω
(n)
k )
2 and
its time derivatives: Since, for an arbitrary F , we have ∂t(F
2)/F 2 = 2F˙ /F , we obtain
(Ω
(n+1)
k )
2 = ω2k −
3
4
(
a˙
a
)2
− 3
2
a¨
a
+
1
16
 ddt
(
(Ω
(n)
k )
2
)
Ω
(n)
k
2
2 − 1
4
d
dt
 ddt
(
(Ω
(n)
k )
2
)
(Ω
(n)
k )
2
 . (87)
An induction argument shows that (Ω
(n)
k )
2 − ω2k is a rational function in ωk of degree ≤ 0
with coefficients in C∞(I). Indeed this is trivially true for n = 0. Suppose it is proven for
some fixed n. We write
(Ω
(n)
k )
2 − ω2k = r(t, ωk) =
p(t, ωk)
q(t, ωk)
(88)
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with polynomials p and q in ωk such that deg (p) ≤ deg (q) and the leading coefficient of q is
1. Then
d
dt
(
(Ω
(n)
k )
2
)
(Ω
(n)
k )
2
=
2ωkω˙k + r˙
ω2k + r
. (89)
In view of the fact that
ω˙k = − a˙
a
(
ωk − m
2
ωk
)
and r˙ =
q∂ωkp− p∂ωkq
q2
ω˙k +
q∂tp− p∂tq
q2
,
(89) is again rational of degree 0 and the leading coefficient of the polynomial in the de-
nominator again equals 1. The same is true for the time derivatives of (89). The recursion
formula (87) then shows the assertion for n+ 1.
Next we observe that also d
l
dtl
(
(Ω
(n)
k )
2 − ω2k
)
is a rational function of ωk with coefficients
in C∞(I) of degree ≤ 0. Moreover, this shows that, for sufficiently large ωk (equivalently
for sufficiently large k), (Ω
(n)
k )
2 is a strictly positive function (uniformly in t ∈ I). We may
redefine (Ω
(n)
k )
2 for small values of ωk so that it is strictly positive and bounded away from
zero on I ×R+. It makes sense to take its square root, and in the following we shall denote
this function by Ω
(n)
k . We note:
Lemma 6.2 Ω
(n)
k , considered as a function of (t, ω) ∈ I×R+, is an element of S1cl(I×R+),
i.e.
∂lt∂
m
ω Ω
(n)
k (t, ω) = O(〈ω〉1−m) (90)
and, in addition, Ω
(n)
k has an asymptotic expansion Ω
(n)
k ∼
∑∞
j=0(Ω
(n)
k )j into symbols (Ω
(n)
k )j ∈
S1−j which are positively homogeneous for large ω. Its principal symbol is ω. With the same
understanding
Ω˙
(n)
k
Ω
(n)
k
∈ S0cl(I × R+), (91)
(Ω
(n+1)
k )
2 − (Ω(n)k )2 ∈ S−2ncl (I × R+). (92)
Proof: By induction, (90) is immediate from (88) together with the formulae
∂t
√
ω2 + r(t, ω) =
1
2
∂tr(t, ω)√
ω2 + r(t, ω)
and ∂ω
√
ω2 + r(t, ω) =
1
2
2ω + ∂ωr(t, ω)√
ω2 + r(t, ω)
.
Relation (91) is immediate from (89), noting that 2Ω˙
(n)
k /Ω
(n)
k =
d
dt
(
(Ω
(n)
k )
2
)
/(Ω
(n)
k )
2. In
both cases the existence of the asymptotic expansion follows from [44, Ch. II, Thm. 3.2] and
the expansion
√
ω2 + r(t, ω) = ω
√
1 +
r(t, ω)
ω2
= ω
∞∑
j=0
(
1/2
j
)(
r(t, ω)
ω2
)j
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valid for large ω. The principal symbol of Ω
(n)
k is ω since (Ω
(n)
k )
2 = ω2 modulo rational
functions of degree ≤ 0, as shown above (cf. Eq. (88)). In order to show (92) we write,
following Lu¨ders & Roberts,
(Ω
(n+1)
k )
2 = (Ω
(n)
k )
2(1 + ǫn+1);
this yields [35, Eq. (3.9)]
ǫn+1 =
1
ω2
1
(1 + ǫ1) · · · (1 + ǫn)
(
1
4
ω˙
ω
ǫ˙n
1 + ǫn
+
1
8
ǫ˙1
1 + ǫ1
ǫ˙n
1 + ǫn
+ . . .
+
1
8
ǫ˙n−1
1 + ǫn−1
ǫ˙n
1 + ǫn
+
5
16
ǫ˙2n
1 + ǫn
− 1
4
ǫ¨n
1 + ǫn
)
.
We know already that (Ω
(1)
k )
2 − (Ω(0)k )2 = (Ω(1)k )2 − ω2 is rational in ω of degree ≤ 0, hence
ǫ1 is rational of degree −2. Noting that ǫ˙n = (∂ωǫn)ω˙ + ∂tǫn, we deduce from the above
recursion that ǫn is rational of degree −2n. This completes the argument.
The operators Rn and Jn, Eq. (82), are unitarily equivalent to multiplication operators on
L2(Σ˜, dµ(~k)). From the fact that Ω˙
(n)
k /Ω
(n)
k is bounded and Ω
(n)
k is strictly positive with prin-
cipal symbol ωk (Lemma 6.2) we can immediately deduce that the assumptions of Theorem
5.1 are satisfied if we let domJ(t) = H1(Σ) for t ∈ I.
We are now ready to state the theorem that connects the adiabatic vacua of Lu¨ders &
Roberts [35] to our more general Definition 3.2:
Theorem 6.3 For fixed t let
Λn(f, g) := 〈(Rn − iJn − ∂t)Ef, J−1n (Rn − iJn − ∂t)Eg〉L2(Σt)
be the two-point function of a pure quasifree state of the Klein-Gordon field on the Robertson-
Walker spacetime (81) with Rn, Jn given by Eq.s (82) and (86). Then
WF ′s(Λn) ⊂
{ ∅, s < −1
2
C+, −1
2
≤ s < 2n + 3
2
,
i.e. Λn describes an adiabatic vacuum state of order 2n in the sense of our Definition 3.2.
To prove the theorem we shall need the following observations:
Lemma 6.4 Let m ∈ R. Let M be a compact manifold and A : D(M) → D′(M) a linear
operator. Suppose that, for each k ∈ N, we can write
A = Pk +Rk (93)
where Pk is a pseudodifferential operator of order m and Rk is an integral operator with a
kernel function in Ck(M ×M). Then A is a pseudodifferential operator of order m.
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Proof: Generalizing a result by R. Beals [4], Coifman & Meyer showed the following: A
linear operator T : D(M)→ D′(M) is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0 if and only if
T as well as its iterated commutators with smooth vector fields are bounded on L2(M) [10,
Thm. III.15]. As a corollary, T is a pseudodifferential operator of order m if and only if T
and its iterated commutators induce bounded maps L2(M)→ H−m(M). Given the iterated
commutator of A with, say, l vector fields V1, . . . , Vl, we write A = Pk+Rk with k ≥ l+ |m|.
The iterated commutator [V1, [. . . [Vl, Pk] . . .]] is a pseudodifferential operator of order m and
hence induces a bounded map L2(M)→ H−m(M). The analogous commutator with Rk has
an integral kernel in Ck−l(M ×M). As k − l ≥ |m|, it furnishes even a bounded operator
L2(M)→ H |m|(M).
Lemma 6.5 Let µ ∈ Z and b = b(t, τ) ∈ Sµcl(I × R) with principal symbol b−µ(t)τµ.
Replacing τ by ωk(t) =
(
k(k+2)
a2(t)
+m2
)1/2
, b defines a family {B(t); t ∈ I} of operators
B(t) : D(Σ)→ D′(Σ) by
(B˜(t)f)(t, ~k) := b(t, ωk(t))f˜(~k).
We claim that this is a smooth family of pseudodifferential operators of order µ with principal
symbol
σ(µ)(B(t)) = b−µ(t)(|ξ|Σ/a(t))µ, (94)
where the length |ξ|Σ of a covector ξ is taken w.r.t. the (inverse of the) metric (83).
Note that for the definition of B(t) we only need to know b(t, τ) for τ ≥ m. We may therefore
also apply this result to the symbols that appear in Lemma 6.2.
Proof: The fact that b is a classical symbol allows us to write, for each N ,
b(t, τ) =
N∑
j=−µ
bj(t)τ
−j + b(N)(t, τ), (95)
where bj ∈ C∞(I) and |∂jt ∂lτb(N)(t, τ)| ≤ Cjl(1 + |τ |)−N for all t ∈ I and τ ≥ ǫ, ǫ > 0 fixed.
(Note that we will not obtain the estimates for all τ , since we have a fully homogeneous
expansion in (95), but as we shall substitute τ by ωk and ωk is bounded away from 0, this
will not be important.) Equation (95) induces an analogous decomposition of B:
B(t) =
N∑
j=−µ
Bj(t) +B
(N)(t),
where Bj(t) is given by
(B˜j(t)f)(t, ~k) = bj(t)ωk(t)
−j f˜(~k)
and B(N)(t) by
( ˜B(N)(t)f)(t, ~k) = b(N)(t, ωk(t))f˜(~k).
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In view of the fact that ∆Σφ~k = −k(k + 2)φ~k, we have
Bj(t) = bj(t)
(
m2 −∆Σ/a2(t)
)−j/2
.
According to Seeley [43], Bj is a smooth family of pseudodifferential operators of order −j.
Next, we observe that, by (90), ∂ltωk = O(ωk) and hence, for each l ∈ N,
|∂lt
(
b(N)(t, ωk(t))
) | ≤ C(1 + ωk(t))−N ≤ C ′(1 + k)−N
for all t ∈ I. Lemma 6.1 therefore shows that, for each s ∈ R
∂ltB
(N)(t) : Hs(Σ)→ Hs+N(Σ) (96)
is bounded, uniformly in t ∈ I. On the other hand, it is well known that a linear operator
T which maps H−s−k(Σ) to Hs+k(Σ) for some s > 3/2 (dim Σ = 3) has an integral kernel
of class Ck on Σ × Σ. It is given by K(x, y) = 〈Tδy, δx〉. Choosing N > 3 + 2k, the family
B(N) will therefore have integral kernels of class Ck. Now we apply Lemma 6.4 to conclude
that B is a smooth family of pseudodifferential operators of order µ. Since Bj is of order −j
the principal symbol is that of B−µ = b−µ(t) (m
2 −∆Σ/a2(t))−µ/2. This yields (94).
Now let us define the family of operators An(t) acting on L
2(Σ, d3σ) by
(Anf)(t,x) :=
∫
dµ(~k) a(n)(t, k)f˜(t, ~k)φ~k(x),
with a(n) given by the function
a(n)(t, k) :=
3
2
a˙
a
− 1
2
Ω˙
(n)
k
Ω
(n)
k
− iΩ(n)k .
Moreover let
Qn := iX(∂t + An(t)),
where X := opχ and χ = χ(t,x, τ, ξ) is as in (80).
Lemma 6.6 An ∈ C∞(I, L1cl(Σ)) with principal symbol σ(1)(An(t)) = i|ξ|Σ/a(t). Qn is
a pseudodifferential operator of order 1 on I × Σ with real-valued principal symbol whose
characteristic does not intersect N−.
Proof: We apply Lemma 6.5 in connection with Lemma 6.2 to see that An ∈ C∞(I, L1cl(Σ)).
The operator Qn clearly is an element of L
1
cl(I×Σ). Outside a small neighborhood of {ξ = 0}
its characteristic set is
{(t,x, τ, ξ) ∈ T ∗(I × Σ); −τ + |ξ|Σ/a(t) = 0}.
Since N− = {τ = −|ξ|Σ/a(t)}, the intersection is empty.
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Proof of Theorem 6.3: In view of Theorem 5.3 we only have to check that
Qn(Rn − iJn − ∂t)E− = S(2n)E− (97)
for a pseudodifferential operator S(2n) of order −2n. A straightforward computation shows
that (∂t + An)(Rn − iJn − ∂t) is the operator defined by
−
(
∂2t + 3
a˙
a
∂t + ω
2
k + (Ω
(n)
k )
2 − (Ω(n+1)k )2
)
.
Now ∂2t +3
a˙
a
∂t+ω
2
k induces ✷g +m
2, Eq. (85), while, by Lemma 6.2 combined with Lemma
6.5, (Ω
(n)
k )
2− (Ω(n+1)k )2 induces an element of C∞(I, L−2n(Σ)). Composing with the operator
X from the left and noting that (✷g +m
2)E− = 0, we obtain (97). 
7 Physical interpretation
Using the notion of the Sobolev wavefront set (Definition B.1) we have generalized in this
paper the previously known positive frequency conditions to define a large new class of quan-
tum states for the Klein-Gordon field on arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetime manifolds
(Definition 3.2). Employing the techniques of pseudodifferential and Fourier integral opera-
tors we have explicitly constructed examples of them on spacetimes with a compact Cauchy
surface (Theorem 5.10). We call these states adiabatic vacua because on Robertson-Walker
spacetimes they include a class of quantum states which is already well-known under this
name (Theorem 6.3). We order the adiabatic vacua by a real number N which describes
the Sobolev order beyond which the positive frequency condition may be perturbed by sin-
gularities of a weaker nature. Our examples show that these additional singularites may be
of negative frequency or even non-local type (Lemma 5.8). Hadamard states are naturally
included in our definition as the adiabatic states of infinite order.
To decide which orders of adiabatic vacua are physically admissible we have investigated
their corresponding GNS-representations: Adiabatic vacua of order N > 5/2 generate a
quasiequivalence class of local factor representations (in other words, a unique local primary
folium). For pure states on a spacetime with compact Cauchy surface - a case which of-
ten occurs in applications - this holds true already for N > 3/2 (Theorems 4.5 and 4.7).
Physically, locally quasiequivalent states can be thought of as having a finite energy density
relative to each other. Primarity means that there are no classical observables contained
in the local algebras. Hence there are no local superselection rules, i.e. the local states
can be coherently superimposed without restriction. For N > 3/2 the local von Neumann
algebras generated by these representations contain no observables which are localized at
a single point (Theorem 4.12). Together with quasiequivalence this implies that all the
states become indistinguishable upon measurements in smaller and smaller spacetime re-
gions (Corollary 4.13). This complies well with the fact that the correlation functions have
the same leading short-distance singularities, whence the states should have the same high
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energy behaviour. Finally, the algebras are maximal in the sense of Haag duality (Theorem
4.15) and additive (Lemma 2.5). For a more thorough discussion of all these properties in
the framework of algebraic quantum field theory we refer to [21]. Taken together, all these
results suggest that adiabatic vacua of order N > 5/2 are physically meaningful states.
Furthermore we expect that the energy momentum tensor of the Klein-Gordon field can
be defined in these states by an appropriate regularisation generalizing the corresponding
results for Hadamard states [8, 50] and adiabatic vacua on Robertson-Walker spaces [39].
However, all the mentioned physical properties of the GNS-representations are of a rather
universal nature and therefore cannot serve to distinguish between different types of states.
How can we physically discern an adiabatic state of order N from one of order N ′, say, or
from an Hadamard state? To answer this question we investigate the response of a quantum
mechanical model detector (a so-called Unruh detector [5, 46]) to the coupling with the
Klein-Gordon field in an N -th order adiabatic vacuum state. So let us assume we are given
an adiabatic state ωN of order N of the Klein-Gordon quantum field Φˆ on the spacetime
M and its associated GNS-triple (HωN , πωN ,ΩωN ) as in Proposition 2.4(b). We consider
a detector that moves on a wordline γ : R → M, τ 7→ x(τ), in M and is described as a
quantum mechanical system by a Hilbert space HD and a free time evolution w.r.t. proper
time τ . It shall be determined by a free Hamiltonian H0 with a discrete energy spectrum
E0 < E1 < E2 < . . . , E0 being the groundstate energy of H0 (e.g. a harmonic oscillator).
We assume that the detector has negligible extension and is coupled to the quantum field Φˆ
via the interaction Hamiltonian
HI := λM(τ)Φˆ(x(τ))χ(τ) (98)
acting on HD ⊗ HωN , where λ ∈ R is a small coupling constant, M(τ) = eiH0τM(0)e−iH0τ
the monopole moment operator characterizing the detector and χ ∈ C∞0 (R) a cutoff function
that describes the adiabatic switching on and off of the interaction. To calculate transition
amplitudes between states ofHD⊗HωN under the interaction (98) one uses most conveniently
the interaction picture, in which the field Φˆ and the operator M evolve with the free time
evolution (but the full coupling to the gravitational background) whereas the time evolution
of the states is determined by the interaction HI . In this formulation the perturbative
S-matrix is given by [5, 7]
S = 1+
∞∑
j=1
(−i)j
j!
∫
dτ1 . . .
∫
dτj T [HI(τ1) . . .HI(τj)]
= 1+
∞∑
j=1
(−iλ)j
j!
∫
dτ1χ(τ1) . . .
∫
dτjχ(τj) T [M(τ1) . . .M(τj)]T [Φˆ(x(τ1)) . . . Φˆ(x(τj))],
(99)
where T denotes the operation of time ordering. Let us assume that the detector is prepared
in its ground state |E0〉 prior to switching on the interaction, and calculate in first order
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perturbation theory (j = 1 in (99)) the transition amplitude between the incoming state
ψin := |E0〉 ⊗ ΩωN ∈ HD ⊗ HωN and some outgoing state ψout := |En〉 ⊗ ψ, n 6= 0, where
|En〉 ∈ HD is the eigenstate of H0 corresponding to the energy En and ψ some one-particle
state in the Fock space HωN (the scalar products of Φˆ(x)ΩωN with other states vanish in a
quasifree representation):
〈ψout, Sψin〉 = −iλ〈En|M(0)|E0〉
∫
dτ χ(τ)ei(En−E0)τ 〈ψ|Φˆ(x(τ))ΩωN 〉.
From this we obtain the probability P (En) that a transition to the state |En〉 occurs in the
detector by summing over a complete set of (unobserved) one-particle states in HωN :
P (En) = λ
2|〈En|M(0)|E0〉|2
∫
dτ1
∫
dτ2 e
−i(En−E0)(τ1−τ2)χ(τ1)χ(τ2)ΛN(x(τ1), x(τ2))
= λ2|〈En|M(0)|E0〉|2F(En −E0).
Here, |〈En|M(0)|E0〉|2 describes the model dependent sensitivity of the detector, whereas
F(E) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ1
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ2 e
−iE(τ1−τ2)χ(τ1)χ(τ2)ΛN(x(τ1), x(τ2))
is the well-known expression for the detector response function depending on the two-point
function ΛN of the adiabatic state ωN . Inspection of the formula shows that it is in fact
obtained from ΛN ∈ D′(M×M) by restricting ΛN to γ × γ ⊂ M×M, multiplying this
restricted distribution pointwise by χ⊗ χ and taking the Fourier transform at (−E,E):
F(E) = 2π ((ΛN |γ×γ) · (χ⊗ χ))∧ (−E,E).
It follows from the very definition of ΛN (Definition 3.2) and Proposition B.7 that ΛN |γ×γ
is a well-defined distribution on R × R if N > 3/2, since N∗(γ) consists only of space-like
covectors. It holds
WF ′s(ΛN |γ×γ) ⊂ ϕ∗(C+) for s < N − 3/2,
where ϕ∗ is the pullback of the embedding ϕ : γ × γ →M×M. We now observe that
{(τ1,−E; τ2, E) ∈ R4; E ≥ 0} ∩ ϕ∗(C+)′ = ∅ (100)
(this observation was already made by Fewster [17] in the investigation of energy mean values
of Hadamard states). Hence there is an open cone Γ in R2 \ {0} containing (−E,E), E > 0,
such that WF s(ΛN |γ×γ) ∩ Γ = ∅. By (102) we can write (ΛN |γ×γ) · (χ⊗ χ) = u1 + u2 with
u1 ∈ Hsloc(R2) for s < N − 3/2 and WF (u2) ∩ Γ = ∅. Since (ΛN |γ×γ) · (χ⊗ χ) has compact
support we can assume without loss of generality that also u1 and u2 have compact supports.
From WF (u2) ∩ Γ = ∅ it follows then that
uˆ2(ξ) = O(〈ξ〉−k) ∀k ∈ N ∀ξ ∈ Γ,
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whereas u1 ∈ Hscomp(R2) implies that
Dαu1 ∈ L2comp(R2) for |α| ≤ s < N − 3/2, cf. Prop. B.3
⇒ (Dαu1)∧(ξ) = ξαuˆ1(ξ) is bounded
⇒ uˆ1(ξ) = O(〈ξ〉−|α|).
Taken together, we find that ((ΛN |γ×γ) · (χ ⊗ χ))∧(ξ) = O(〈ξ〉−[N−3/2]) for ξ ∈ Γ, where
[N − 3/2] := max{n ∈ N0; n < N − 3/2}. Since (−E,E) ∈ Γ, E > 0, we can now conclude
that
F(E) = O(〈E〉−[N−3/2])
for an adiabatic vacuum state of order N > 3/2. (Note that this estimate could be improved
for the states constructed in Section 5 by taking into account that for them the singularities
of lower order are explicitly known, cf. Lemma 5.8, and the sub-leading singularities also sat-
isfy relation (100).) This means that the probability of a detector, moving in an adiabatic
vacuum of order N , to get excited to the energy E decreases like E−[N−3/2] for large E, in an
Hadamard state it decreases faster than any inverse power of E. We can therefore interpret
adiabatic states of lower order as higher excited states of the quantum field. One should
however keep in mind that all the states usually considered in elementary particle physics
(on a static spacetime, say) are of the Hadamard type: ground states and thermodynamic
equilibrium states are Hadamard states [31], particle states satisfy the microlocal spectrum
condition (the generalization of the Hadamard condition to higher n-point functions) [8]. We
do not know by which physical operation an adiabatic state of finite order could be prepared.
Although all results in this paper are concerned with the free Klein-Gordon field, it is clear
that our Definition 3.2 is capable of a generalization to higher n-point functions of an inter-
acting quantum field theory in analogy to the microlocal spectrum condition of Brunetti et
al. [8]. In order to treat the pointwise product (ΛN)
2 we write
(ΛN)
2 = (ΛH)
2 + (ΛN − ΛH)2 + 2(ΛN − ΛH)ΛH,
where ΛH is the two-point function of any Hadamard state. It follows from Proposition B.6,
Lemma 3.3, and Lemma 5.2 that these pointwise products are well-defined if N > −1. It is
well-known that
WF ′((ΛH)
2) ⊂ C+ ⊕ C+,
where C+⊕C+ := {(x1, ξ1+η1; x2, ξ2+η2) ∈ T ∗(M×M)\0; (x1, ξ1; x2, ξ2), (x1, η1; x2, η2) ∈
C+} [29, Thm. 8.2.10]. The regularity of the other two terms can be estimated by Theorems
8.3.1 and 10.2.10 in [30] such that finally
WF ′s((ΛN)
2) ⊂ C+ ⊕ C+ if s < N − 3.
Higher powers of ΛN can be treated similarly. Thus, for sufficiently large adiabatic order N ,
finite Wick powers (with finitely many derivatives) can be defined. This should be sufficient
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for the perturbative construction of a quantum field theory with an interaction Lagrangian
involving a fixed number of derivatives and powers of the fields. Obviously one has to require
more and more regularity of the states if one wants to define higher and higher Wick powers.
This complies with a recent result of Hollands & Ruan [25].
It is also clear that the notion of adiabatic vacua can be extended to other field theory
models than merely the scalar field. A first step in this direction has been taken by Hollands
[24] for Dirac fields.
Finally we want to point out that, although the whole analysis in this paper has been based
on a given C∞-manifold M with smooth Lorentz metric g, the notion of adiabatic vacua
should be particularly relevant for manifolds with Ck-metric. Typical examples that occur
in general relativity are star models: here the metric outside the star satisfies Einstein’s
vacuum field equations and is matched on the boundary C1 to the metric inside the star
where it satisfies Einstein’s equations with an energy momentum tensor of a suitable matter
model as a source term. In such a situation Hadamard states cannot even be defined on a
part of the spacetime that contains the boundary of the star, whereas adiabatic states up
to a certain order should still be meaningful. This remark could e.g. be relevant for the
derivation of the Hawking radiation from a realistic stellar collapse to a black hole.
A Sobolev spaces
Hs(Rn), s ∈ R, is the set of all tempered distributions u on Rn whose Fourier transforms uˆ
are regular distributions satisfying
‖u‖2Hs(Rn) :=
∫
〈ξ〉2s|uˆ(ξ)|2 dnξ <∞.
For a domain U ⊂ Rn we let
Hs(U) := {rUu; u ∈ Hs(Rn)}
be the space of all restrictions to U of Hs-distributions on Rn, equipped with the quotient
topology
‖u‖Hs(U) := inf{‖U‖Hs(Rn); U ∈ Hs(Rn), rUU = u}.
Moreover, we denote byHs0(U) the space of all elements inHs(Rn) whose support is contained
in U . If U is bounded with smooth boundary, then it follows from [28, Thm. B.2.1] that
C∞0 (U) is dense in Hs0(U) for every s and that Hs0(U) is the dual space of Hs(U) with respect
to the extension of the sesquilinear form∫
u¯v dnx, u ∈ C∞0 (U), v ∈ C∞(U).
If Σ is a compact manifold without boundary we choose a covering by coordinate neighbor-
hoods with associated coordinate maps, say {Uj, κj}j=1,...,J with a subordinate partition of
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unity {ϕj}j=1,...,J . Given a distribution u on Σ, we shall say that u ∈ Hs(Σ) if, for each j, the
push-forward of ϕju under κj is an element of H
s(Rn). It is easy to see that this definition
is independent of the choices made for Uj , κj and ϕj . The space H
s(Σ) is a Hilbert space
with the norm
‖u‖Hs(Σ) :=
(
J∑
j=1
‖(κj)∗(ϕju)‖2Hs(Rn)
)1/2
.
We denote by ∆ the Laplace-Beltrami operator with respect to an arbitrary metric on Σ.
Then we have
H2k(Σ) = {u ∈ L2(Σ); (1−∆)ku ∈ L2(Σ)}
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .: Clearly, the left hand side is a subset of the right hand side. Conversely,
we may assume that u has support in a single coordinate neighborhood, so that we can look
at the push-forward u∗ under the coordinate map. The fact that both u∗ and ((1−∆)ku)∗
belong to L2(Rn) implies that u∗ ∈ H2k(Rn), hence u ∈ H2k(Σ). Moreover, this consid-
eration shows that the two topologies are equivalent (and in particular independent of the
choice of metric on Σ).
We may identify H−s(Σ) with the dual of Hs(Σ) with respect to the L2-inner product in Σ.
Now let Σ be a (possibly) non-compact Riemannian manifold which is geodesically complete.
The Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ : C∞0 (Σ) → C∞0 (Σ) is essentially selfadjoint by Chernoff’s
theorem [9]. We can therefore define the powers (1 − ∆)s/2 for all s ∈ R. By Hs(Σ) we
denote the completion of C∞0 (Σ) with respect to the norm
‖u‖Hs(Σ) := ‖(1−∆)s/2u‖L2(Σ).
For s ∈ 2N0, this shows that H2k(Σ) is the set of all u ∈ L2(Σ) for which (1−∆)ku ∈ L2(Σ).
We deduce that this definition coincides with the previous one if Σ is compact and s = 2k;
using complex interpolation, cf. [44, Ch. I, Thm. 4.2], equality holds for all s ≥ 0. Moreover,
we can define a sesquilinear form
〈., .〉 : H−s(Σ)×Hs(Σ)→ C
by letting
〈u, v〉 := ((1−∆)−s/2u, (1−∆)s/2v)
L2(Σ)
.
This allows us to identify H−s(Σ) with the dual of Hs(Σ), as in the compact case. In partic-
ular, the definition of the Sobolev spaces on compact manifolds coincides also for negative
s.
Now suppose that O is a relatively compact subset of Σ. We let Hs(O) := rOHs(Σ), the
restriction to O of Hs-distributions on Σ, endowed with the quotient topology
‖u‖Hs(O) := inf{‖U‖Hs(Σ); U ∈ Hs(Σ), rOU = u}.
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This definition is local: If O′ is another relatively compact subset with smooth boundary
containing O, then we can find a function f ∈ C∞0 (O′) with f ≡ 1 on O. Hence, whenever
there exists a U ∈ Hs(Σ) with rOU = u, then there is a U1 ∈ Hs(Σ) with suppU1 ⊂ O′ and
rOU1 = u, namely U1 = fU . We therefore obtain the same space and the same topology, if
we replace the right hand side by
inf{‖U‖Hs(Σ); U ∈ Hs(Σ), suppU ⊂ O′, rOU = u}.
Indeed, both definitions yield the same space, which also is a Banach space with respect to
both norms. As the first norm can be estimated by the second, the open mapping theorem
shows that both are equivalent. Note that Hs(O) is independent of the particular choice of
O′.
On C∞0 (O) the topology of Hs(Σ) is independent of the choice of the Riemannian metric;
moreover it coincides with that induced from Hs(Rn) via the coordinate maps: This fol-
lows from the fact that, for s = 0, 2, 4, . . . , the spaces Hs(Σ) are the domains of powers
of the Laplacian, together with interpolation and duality. As a consequence, Hs(O) does
not depend on the choice of the metric, and its topology is that induced by the Euclidean
Hs-topology.
Finally we define the local Sobolev spaces
Hsloc(Σ) := {u ∈ D′(Σ);
∫
〈ξ〉2s|κ̂∗(ϕu)(ξ)|2 dnξ <∞ for all coordinate maps
κ : U → Rn, U ⊂ Σ, and all ϕ ∈ C∞0 (U)}
Hscomp(Σ) := {u ∈ Hsloc(Σ); supp u compact}.
We have the following inclusions of sets
Hscomp(O) ⊂ Hscomp(Σ) ⊂ Hsloc(Σ) ⊂ Hs(O) ⊂ Hsloc(O)
for any relatively compact subset O of Σ.
B Microlocal analysis with finite Sobolev regularity
The C∞-wavefront set WF of a distribution u characterizes the directions in Fourier space
which cause the appearance of singularities of u. It does however not specify the strength with
which the different directions contribute to the singularities. To give a precise quantitative
measure of the strength of singular directions of u the notion of the Hs-wavefront set WF s
was introduced by Duistermaat & Ho¨rmander [16]. It is the mathematical tool which we
use in the main part of the paper to characterize the adiabatic vacua of a quantum field on
a curved spacetime manifold. To make the paper reasonably self-contained we present the
definition of WF s and collect some results of the calculus related to it which are otherwise
spread over the literature. They are mainly taken from [16, 20, 27, 30, 44]. All other notions
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from microlocal analysis which we use can also be found there or, in a short synopsis, in [31].
In the following let X denote an open subset of Rn.
Definition B.1 Let u ∈ D′(X), x0 ∈ X, ξ0 ∈ Rn \ {0}, s ∈ R. We say that u is Hs (mi-
crolocally) in (x0, ξ0) or that (x0, ξ0) is not in the H
s-wavefront set of u ((x0, ξ0) /∈ WF s(u))
if there is a test function ϕ ∈ C∞0 (X) with ϕ(x0) 6= 0 and an open conic neighborhood Γ of
ξ0 in R
n \ {0} such that ∫
Γ
〈ξ〉2s|ϕ̂u(ξ)|2 dnξ <∞, (101)
where 〈ξ〉 := (1 + |ξ|2)1/2.
Note that, since ϕu ∈ E ′(X), there is for all (x, ξ) ∈ X×Rn\0 a sufficiently small s ∈ R such
that (x, ξ) /∈ WF s(u). From the definition the following properties of WF s are immediate:
(i) WF s(u) is a local property of u, depending only on an infinitesimal neighborhood of
a point x0, in the following sense:
If u ∈ D′(X), ϕ ∈ C∞0 (X) with ϕ(x0) 6= 0 then
(x0, ξ0) ∈ WF s(u)⇔ (x0, ξ0) ∈ WF s(ϕu)
(ii) WF s(u) is a closed cone in X × (Rn \ {0}), i.e. in particular
(x, ξ) ∈ WF s(u)⇒ (x, λξ) ∈ WF s(u) ∀λ > 0.
(iii)
WF s(u) = ∅ ⇔ u ∈ Hsloc(X)
(iv)
(x, ξ) ∈ WF s(u)⇔ ∀v ∈ Hsloc(X) : (x, ξ) ∈ WF (u− v) (102)
(v)
WF s1(u) ⊂WF s2(u) ⊂WF (u) ∀ s1 ≤ s2
(vi)
WF s(u1 + u2) ⊂WF s(u1) ∪WF s(u2)
(vii)
WF (u) =
⋃
s∈R
WF s(u)
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As an example consider the δ-distribution in D′(Rn). One easily calculates from the criterion
of the definition
WF s(δ) =
{ ∅, s < −n/2
{(0, ξ); ξ ∈ Rn \ {0}}, s ≥ −n/2. (103)
The following proposition gives an important characterization of the Hs-wavefront set in
terms of pseudodifferential operators. Remember that Smρ,δ(X ×Rn) is the space of symbols
of order m and type ρ, δ (m ∈ R, 0 ≤ δ, ρ ≤ 1), and Lmρ,δ(X) the corresponding space of
pseudodifferential operators on X .
Proposition B.2 Let u ∈ D′(X). Then
WF s(u) =
⋂
A ∈ L01,0
Au ∈ Hsloc(X)
char A =
⋂
A ∈ Ls1,0
Au ∈ L2loc(X)
char A, (104)
where the intersection is taken over all properly supported classical pseudodifferential opera-
tors A (having principal symbol a(x, ξ)) and charA := a−1(0) \ 0 is the characteristic set of
A.
Also the pseudolocal property of pseudodifferential operators can be stated in a refined
way taking into account the finite Sobolev regularity:
Proposition B.3 If A ∈ Lmρ,δ(X) is properly supported, with 0 ≤ δ < ρ ≤ 1, and u ∈ D′(X),
then
WF s−m(Au) ⊂WF s(u)
for all s ∈ R, in particular
A : Hsloc(X)→ Hs−mloc (X).
From Propositions B.2 and B.3 we can draw the following important conclusions:
(i) Since the principal symbol of a pseudodifferential operator is an invariant function on
the cotangent bundle T ∗X we see from (104) that WF s(u) is well-defined as a subset
of T ∗X \ 0, i.e. does not depend on a particular choice of coordinates. By a partition
of unity one can therefore define WF s(u) for any paracompact smooth manifold M
and u ∈ D′(M) as a subset of T ∗M\ 0 and all results in this appendix remain valid
when replacing X by M.
(ii) If Au ∈ Hsloc(X) for some properly supported A ∈ Lm1,0(X) then
WF s+m(u) ⊂ charA. (105)
This follows from Proposition B.2 because, choosing some elliptic B ∈ L−m1,0 (X), we
have BA ∈ L01,0(X) and, by Proposition B.3, BAu ∈ Hs+mloc (X), and therefore, by
(104), WF s+m(u) ⊂ char(BA) = char(A).
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(iii) If A ∈ L−∞(X), then WF (Au) = ∅ and hence WF s(Au) = ∅ for all s ∈ R.
(iv) If A ∈ Lmρ,δ(X), 0 ≤ δ < ρ ≤ 1, is a properly supported elliptic pseudodifferential
operator, u ∈ D′(X), then
WF s−m(Au) = WF s(u)
for all s ∈ R.
This is a consequence of the fact that an elliptic pseudodifferential operator has a
parametrix, i.e. there is a properly supported Q ∈ L−mρ,δ (X) with QAu = u + Ru and
AQu = u+R′u for some R,R′ ∈ L−∞(X). Therefore, by Proposition B.3,
WF s(u) =WF s(QAu) ⊂WF s−m(Au) ⊂ WF s(u).
The behaviour of WF s(u) for hyperbolic operators (like the Klein-Gordon operator, which
plays an important role in this work) is determined by the theorem of propagation of
singularities due to Duistermaat & Ho¨rmander [16, Thm. 6.1.1’]. It states in particular
that, if u satisfies Au ∈ Hsloc(X) for A ∈ Lm1,0(X) with real principal symbol a(x, ξ) which
is homogeneous of degree m, then WF s+m−1(u) consists of complete bicharacteristics of A,
i.e. complete integral curves in a−1(0) ⊂ T ∗X of the Hamiltonian vectorfield
Ha(x, ξ) :=
n∑
i=1
[
∂a(x, ξ)
∂xi
∂
∂ξi
− ∂a(x, ξ)
∂ξi
∂
∂xi
]
.
The precise statement is as follows:
Proposition B.4 Let A ∈ Lm1,0(X) be a properly supported pseudodifferential operator with
real principal symbol a(x, ξ) which is homogeneous of degree m. If u ∈ D′(X) and Au = f
it follows for any s ∈ R that
WF s+m−1(u) \WF s(f) ⊂ a−1(0) \ 0
and WF s+m−1(u) \WF s(f) is invariant under the Hamiltonian vectorfield Ha.
It is well-known that the wavefront set gives sufficient criteria when two distributions can be
pointwise multiplied, composed or restricted to submanifolds. We reconsider these operations
from the point of view of finite Sobolev regularity and obtain weaker conditions in terms of
WF s. We start with the regularity of the tensor product of two distributions:
Proposition B.5 Let X ⊂ Rn, Y ⊂ Rm be open sets and u ∈ D′(X), v ∈ D′(Y ).
Then the tensor product w := u⊗ v ∈ D′(X × Y ) satisfies
WF r(w) ⊂ WF s(u)×WF (v) ∪WF (u)×WF t(v)
∪
{
(supp u× {0})×WF (v) ∪WF (u)× (supp v × {0}), r = s+ t
(supp u× {0})×WF t(v) ∪WF s(u)× (supp v × {0}), r = min{s, t, s+ t}.
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The proof of this proposition can be adapted from the proof of Lemma 11.6.3 in [30].
The pointwise product of two distributions u1, u2 ∈ D′(X) – if it exists – is defined by
convolution of Fourier transforms as the distribution v ∈ D′(X) such that ∀x ∈ X ∃f ∈ D(X)
with f = 1 near x such that for all ξ ∈ Rn
f̂ 2v(ξ) =
1
(2π)n/2
∫
Rn
f̂u1(η)f̂u2(ξ − η) dnη
with absolutely convergent integral. It is clear that for the integral to be absolutely con-
vergent it is sufficient that f̂u1(η) and f̂u2(ξ − η) decay sufficiently fast in the opposite
directions η resp. −η, i.e. that u1 and u2 are in Sobolev spaces of sufficiently high order at
(x, η) resp. (x,−η). The precise condition is the following:
Proposition B.6 Let u1, u2 ∈ D′(X). Suppose that ∀(x, ξ) ∈ T ∗X \ 0 ∃s1, s2 ∈ R with
s1 + s2 ≥ 0 such that (x, ξ) /∈ WF s1(u1) and (x,−ξ) /∈ WF s2(u2).
Then the pointwise product u1u2 exists.
For a proof see [37].
Next we consider the restriction of distributions to submanifolds. Let Σ be an (n − 1)-
dimensional hypersurface of X (i.e. there exists a C∞-embedding ϕ : Σ→ X) with conormal
bundle
N∗Σ := {(ϕ(y), ξ) ∈ T ∗X ; y ∈ Σ, ϕ∗(ξ) = 0}.
We can define the restriction uΣ ∈ D′(Σ) of u ∈ D′(X) to Σ – if it exists – as the mapping
f 7→ 〈u · (fδΣ), 1〉, where fδΣ : C∞(X) → C is the distribution given by (fδΣ)(g) :=∫
Σ
fg, f ∈ D(Σ). If Σ is locally given by x0 = 0 then fδΣ is locally given by f(x)δ(x0),
where δ(x0) is the delta-function in the x0-variable. By a consideration analogous to (103)
we see that
WF s(fδΣ) ⊂
{ ∅, s < −1/2
N∗Σ, s ≥ −1/2 . (106)
We obtain
Proposition B.7 Let u ∈ D′(X) with WF s(u) ∩N∗Σ = ∅ for some s > 1/2.
Then the restriction uΣ of u is a well-defined distribution in D′(Σ), and
WF r−1/2(uΣ) ⊂ ϕ∗WF r(u) := {(y, ϕ∗(ξ)) ∈ T ∗Σ; (ϕ(y), ξ) ∈ WF r(u)}
for all r > 1/2.
Proof: Let s > 1/2 and WF s(u)∩N∗Σ = ∅. It follows from (106) and Proposition B.6 that
the product u · fδΣ is defined. Suppose that (y, η) ∈ WF r−1/2(uΣ) for some r > 1/2. By
(102) we have (y, η) ∈ WF (uΣ − w) for each w ∈ Hr−1/2loc (Σ). Since the restriction operator
Hrloc(X) → Hr−1/2loc (Σ) is onto [44, Ch. I, Thm. 3.5], there exists a v ∈ Hrloc(X) for each w
such that w = vΣ. Hence we have for every v ∈ Hrloc(X)
(y, η) ∈ WF (uΣ − vΣ) =WF ((u− v)Σ) ⊂ ϕ∗WF (u− v)
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where we have used the standard result on the wavefront set of a restricted distribution [26,
Thm. 2.5.11’]. Applying (102) again we obtain the assertion.
The proposition can easily be generalized to submanifolds of higher codimension by repeated
projection. From Proposition B.5 and B.7 one can get an estimate for the Hs-wavefront set
of the pointwise product in Proposition B.6 when noticing that u1u2 is the pull-back of
u1 ⊗ u2 under the map ϕ : X → X × X, x 7→ (x, x) and that ϕ∗(ξ1, ξ2) = ξ1 + ξ2. This
estimate, however, is rather poor and we will not present it here, better information on the
regularity of products can be gained e.g. from [30, Thm. 8.3.1 and Thm. 10.2.10].
Proposition B.8 Let X ⊂ Rn, Y ⊂ Rm be open sets, u ∈ C∞0 (Y ) and let K ∈ D′(X × Y )
be the kernel of the continuous map K : C∞0 (Y )→ D′(X).
Then we have for all s ∈ R
WF s(Ku) ⊂ WF sX(K) := {(x, ξ) ∈ T ∗X \ 0; (x, ξ; y, 0) ∈ WF s(K) for some y ∈ Y }.
Proof: Assume that (x, ξ; y, 0) /∈ WF s(K) for some (x, ξ) ∈ T ∗X \ 0, y ∈ Y . By (102)
we can write K = K1 + K2 with K1 ∈ Hsloc(X × Y ) and (x, ξ; y, 0) /∈ WF (K2). Since
Ku = K1u+K2u and WF (K2u) ⊂WFX(K2) it follows that (x, ξ) /∈ WF (K2u). It remains
to be shown that K1u ∈ Hsloc(X), because then it follows from (102) that (x, ξ) /∈ WF s(Ku),
i.e. WF s(Ku) ⊂WF sX(K).
To this end we localize K1 with test functions ϕ ∈ C∞0 (X) and ψ ∈ C∞0 (Y ) such that
ψ = 1 on supp u and estimate for ϕ(K1u) = ϕ(K1ψu) =
∫ K′1(x, y)u(y) dmy ∈ E ′(X), where
K′1(x, y) := ϕ(x)K1(x, y)ψ(y):∫
dnξ (1 + |ξ|2)s|ϕ̂(K1u)(ξ)|2 =
∫
dnξ (1 + |ξ|2)s
∣∣∣∣∫ dmη Kˆ′1(ξ,−η)uˆ(η)∣∣∣∣2
≤
∫
dnξ (1 + |ξ|2)s
∫
dmη (1 + |η|2)t|Kˆ′1(ξ,−η)|2∫
dmθ (1 + |θ|2)−t|uˆ(θ)|2
= C
∫
dnξ
∫
dmη (1 + |ξ|2)s(1 + |η|2)t|Kˆ′1(ξ,−η)|2
≤ C
∫
dnξ
∫
dmη (1 + |ξ|2 + |η|2)s|Kˆ′1(ξ,−η)|2
which is finite since K′1 ∈ Hscomp(X × Y ). The last estimate was obtained by putting t := 0
if s ≥ 0, and t := s if s < 0.
In the next proposition we generalize this result to the case where u is a distribution in E ′(Y ).
Then Ku – if it exists – is defined as the distribution in D′(X) such that, for ϕ ∈ C∞0 (X),
〈Ku, ϕ〉 = 〈K(1⊗ u), ϕ⊗ 1〉.
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Proposition B.9 Let X ⊂ Rn, Y ⊂ Rm be open sets, K ∈ D′(X × Y ) be the kernel of the
continuous map K : C∞0 (Y )→ D′(X), u ∈ E ′(Y ) and denote
WF ′sY (K) := {(y, η) ∈ T ∗Y \ 0; (x, 0; y,−η) ∈ WF s(K) for some x ∈ X}.
If ∀(y, η) ∈ T ∗Y \ 0 ∃s1, s2 ∈ R with s1 + s2 ≥ 0 such that
(y, η) /∈ WF ′s1Y (K) ∩WF s2(u), (107)
then Ku exists. If, in addition, WFY (K) = ∅ and K(Hscomp(Y )) ⊂ Hs−µloc (X), then
WF s−µ(Ku) ⊂WF ′(K) ◦WF s(u) ∪WFX(K),
where WF ′(K) := {(x, ξ; y,−η) ∈ T ∗X × T ∗Y ; (x, ξ; y, η) ∈ WF (K)} is to be regarded as a
relation mapping elements of T ∗Y to elements in T ∗X.
Proof: For the first part of the statement we only have to check that the product K(1 ⊗ u)
exists. Indeed, by Proposition B.5 we have WF s2(1 ⊗ u) ⊂ (X × {0}) × WF s2(u) and,
because of (107), for no point (y, η) ∈ T ∗Y \ 0 is (x, 0; y,−η) in WF s1(K) and at the same
time (x, 0; y, η) in WF s2(1 ⊗ u). Therefore, according to Proposition B.6, the pointwise
product K(1⊗ u) exists.
Given an open conic neighborhood Γ of WF s(u) in T ∗Y , we can write u = u1 + u2 with
u1 ∈ Hsloc(Y ) and WF (u2) ⊂ Γ. This is immediate from (102) with the help of a microlocal
partition of unity. By assumption we have Ku1 ∈ Hs−µloc (Y ), and hence, by [29, Thm. 8.2.13],
WF s−µ(Ku) ⊂ WF (Ku2) ⊂ WF ′(K) ◦WF (u2) ∪WFX(K)
⊂ WF ′(K) ◦ Γ ∪WFX(K).
Since Γ was arbitrary, we obtain
WF s−µ(Ku) ⊂WF ′(K) ◦WF s(u) ∪WFX(K).
The assumptions in the last proposition are tailored for application to the case that K is
the kernel of a Fourier integral operator. Indeed, if K ∈ Iµρ (X × Y, C ′), 1/2 < ρ ≤ 1,
where C is locally the graph of a canonical transformation from T ∗Y \ 0 to T ∗X \ 0, then
WF (K) ⊂ C ′ [26, Thm. 3.2.6] and K(Hscomp(Y )) ⊂ Hs−µloc (X) [28, Cor. 25.3.2] and the
proposition applies. For pseudodifferential operators we have C = id and hence we get
back the result of Proposition B.3. In the next proposition we give information about the
smoothness of the kernel K itself:
Proposition B.10 Let K ∈ Iµρ (X × Y,Λ), 1/2 < ρ ≤ 1, where Λ is a closed Lagrangean
submanifold of T ∗(X×Y )\0, and K ∈ D′(X×Y ) its kernel. Then WF s(K) ⊂ WF (K) ⊂ Λ,
more precisely
WF s(K) = ∅ if s < −µ − n+m
4
,
λ ∈ WF s(K) if s ≥ −µ− n+m
4
and λ ∈ Λ is a non-characteristic point of K.
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K ∈ Iµρ (X × Y,Λ) is said to be non-characteristic at a point λ ∈ Λ if the principal symbol
has an inverse (as a symbol) in a conic neighborhood of λ. A proof of the proposition can
be found in [16, Thm. 5.4.1].
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